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FOREWORD 

This offering of large cents is another in the series of fine collec¬ 

tions offered by the NUMISMATIC GALLERY and they are thankful 

to Mr. Oscar J. Pearl for the opportunity to catalogue it. 

Mr. Pearl recognized the beauty and scarcity of the coins in this 

series and endeavored to obtain as many varieties and in as fine a con¬ 

dition as possible. His series of 1793 cents is undoubtedly one of the 

finest in existence; the 1794 series is almost complete. He is especially 

proud of the 1845, Newcomb 14. This proof gem is the specimen used 

by Mr. Newcomb in describing the N 14 variety and was discovered 

in Mr. Pearl’s collection. It is probably unique. 

The Cataloguer is extremely appreciative for the many services 

and kind assistance provided by Mr. William L. Clark of the American 

Numismatic Society, and Mr. 0. J. Pearl. Thanks are due also to 

Mr. George H. Clapp for valuable suggestions and to the publishers 

of the Numismatic Review for making available the new work by Mr. 

Howard R. Newcomb. 

Special thanks should be recorded for the generous permission 

granted to the Numismatic Gallery to reprint the valuable work on 

“The Cents of 1794” by S. Hudson Chapman. These thanks to S. Hud¬ 

son Chapman, Jr., Robert P. Chapman, and to Lt. Philip J. Chapman. 

The Crosby Plates I, II and III are reproduced through the 

courtesy of the copyright owners, Wayte Raymond, Inc. 



THE OSCAR J. PEARL COLLECTION 

CENTS OF 1793 
(NOTE: Complete descriptions of the various die varieties of the 1793 cents 

are not given here. Since the complete description of the series hy S. S. Crosby 
has been reprinted and Included as part of this publication, the reader may readily 
refer to that seotion.) 

1 Crosby 1-A. The finest known specimen of this extremely rare variety. From 

the Mickely, McKenzie, Hall and Brand Collections. This coin has been de¬ 

scribed as a proof. It is a magnificent specimen with a beautiful glossy surface. 

The Dr. French Collection did not have a Crosby 1-A. Plate I, $1850. (See Lot 

475). 
(Crosby 3-B was proved to be an alteration from 3-C by carefully milling off 

CA in .AMERICA and putting in a copper pin as a period after X. Crosby’s figure 
of this Reverse shows that it was a poor, corroded specimen and if his plate is 
examined with a glass the corrosion shows plainly around E in ONE and less 
plainly over I in UNITED and around OF, also note edge dent over AT. 

2 Crosby 8-C. About fine, all lettering clear. Plate I, $40. 

3 Crosby 4-C. A sharp uncirculated specimen, from the Hall Collection, with 

dark, even coloring. Undoubtedly one of the finest in existence. Plate I, $850. 

4 Crosby 6-F. A superb uncirculated wreath cent with light chocolate coloring. 

Excessively rare in this condition. This is the original Crosby specimen. 
Plate I, $1,400. (See Lot 476). 

5 Crosby 7-F. A splendid coin with light brown surface and strong impression. 

Because of the condition of the die this coin could be classed as extremely 

fine. The massive hair and heavy tresses are results of worn dies. Plate I, 
$275. 

(NOTE; In re-Crosby 8-F, Crosby states that only 2 or 3 specimens were 
known. There have been several more discovered since his publication appeared.) 

6 Crosby 9-G. An uncirculated gem with original red. Perfectly centered, this 

is the original Crosby specimen. We doubt that this one can be equalled. 
Plate I, $1,200. 

7 Crosby 9-H. A superb uncirculated coin with original red. This is the original 

Crosby specimen. A gem of the first water. Extremely rare. Plate 1, $1,150. 
(See Lot 477). 

8 Another 9-H. Originally sold as uncirculated and certainly looks it. The 

coloring is artificial and resembles the original red. A sharp, perfectly centered 

specimen with glossy surface. Extremely fine and very rare. Plate XVI, $175. 

9 Crosby 10-1. An uncirculated gem with glossy olive brown surface; perfectly 

centered and excessively rare. From the famous Dr. Hall Collection Plate I 
$1,600. 

10 Another 10-1. Very fine and well centered. Slightest edge nick. Rare. $160. 

11 Crosby 11-J. Uncirculated. The highest portion of the hair not struck up. 
A choice specimen; lettered edge. Plate I, $625. 

12 Crosby 11-J. Vine and Bars on edge. Very rare. Plate I, $50. 

13 Crosby 11-J. Lettered edge. Rare variety with 2 leaves after DOLLAR on 
edge. Fine. Plate I, $50. 

14 Crosby 12-L. A very fine specimen of this rare variety which is seldom offered 
Plate I, $350. 

15 Crosby 1S-L. An extremely rare variety. This specimen has been very 

expertly plugged and tooled. It is still an item to be desired especially since 
it is so difficult to obtain this variety. The plug cannot be seen with the 
naked eye. Very fine. Plate I, $95. 
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CENTS OF 1794 
(NOTH: Complete description of the various die varieties are not given here. 

Complete descriptions according to Chapman have been reprinted and included as 
part of this publication. Collectors attributing Cents of 1794 according to Hays 
will find a comparative chart showing the Chapman equivalents to Hays numbers.) 

16 Hays 2 = Chapman 2. A scarce variety. Lettering on reverse is weakly 
struck. Fine. R 4. $20. 

17 Another H-2. Very good. Scarce. $17.50. 
18 H 3 = C 3. About very fine. Scarce. R 5. Plate I, $20. 
19 H 4 = C 4. Very scarce variety. Obverse very good. Reverse good. R 5. 

$20. 
20 H 5 = C 5. Very fine. Scarce. R 6. Plate I, $25. 
21 H 6 == C 29. Rare variety. R 5. Very fine. Plate I, $20. 
22 H 7 = C 31. Only very good with weak date. Plate I, $15. 
23 H 8 = C 30. Variety with the numerous stars on reverse. Unusually good for 

this rarity. Very fine and exceedingly rare. R 6. Not more than 2 finer speci¬ 
mens known. Plate I, $135. 

24 H 10 = C 37. A very fine coin, slightly pockmarked on obverse. Rare 
variety. R 4. Plate II, $25. 

25 H 11 = C 43. Very fine. Scarce. R 3. Plate II, $15. 
26 II 12 = C 45. Very fine. Scarce. R 3. Plate II, $35. 
27 H 13 = C 44. Very fine or better. Well preserved but has 2 edge dents. A 

very desirable specimen. Plate II, $15. 
28 H-13 (a). Another as above but with slightly extended die crack. Very fine, 

though lower part of date is weak. Plate II, $12. 
29 H 14 = C 46. A very fine coin, scarce. R 3. Plate II, $80. 
30 H 15 = C 40. Fine, seldom found much better. R 3. Plate II, $12. 
31 H 16 = C 39. Very fine and scarce. R 4. Plate II, $15. 
32 H 17 = C 8. A very desirable specimen; about extremely fine with nice 

chocolate color. Plate II, $55. 
33 H 17 (a) = C 8 B, Very fine with nice even brown surface. Scarce. $25. 
34 H 18 = C 7. An extremely rare variety. Only very good but hard to get. 

R 7. $25. 
35 H 18 (a) = C 7 B. Similar variety but with the die split near cap. Easily 

a very fine coin and quite scarce. R 5. Plate II, $35. 
36 H 19 = C 9. Very fine and scarce. Plate II, $25. 
37 H 20 = C 10. About extremely fine and scarce. Nice dark color. R 4. 

Plate II, $35. 

38 H 21 = C 18. Extremely fine and sharp. A desirable specimen. Plate II, $40. 
39 H 21 (a) = C 18 B. Very fine and rare. Seldom offered. Plate n, $27. 
40 H 22 = C 17. Very fine and scarce. R 3. Beautiful specimen. Plate II, $35. 
41 H 23 = C 20. Very fine and scarce. Date weakly struck but clear. Plate n, 

$15. 
42 H 24 = C 21. Very fine and scarce. R 3. Nice color. Plate II, $20. 
43 H 24 (a) = C 21 B. Variety with crack through R to wreath. Uncirculated, 

chocolate brown. A gem coin and very rare. Plate II, $250. (See lot 478). 
44 H 26 = C 11. Very fine. Seldom offered. R 4. Plate III, $35. 
45 H 28 = C 13. Extremely fine and very rare thus. A choice specimen. Usually 

seen good or very good only. R 5. Plate III, $95. 
46 H 29 = C 28. Uncirculated and extremely rare. R 7. Probably as fine a* 

any known specimen. Plate III, $250. 
(of Hay* 30 there are only 2 known specimen*) 
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47 H 32 = C 38. Only fine but with all lettering clear. Plate III, $12. 
48 H 33 = C 36. An extremely fine specimen with nice brown surface. Plate 

in, $30. 
49 H 33 (a) = C 36 B. Extremely fine. Even dark surface. Plate III, $35. 

50 H 34 = C 35. Obverse fine, reverse very good. R 3. Plate III, $10. 
51 H 34 (a) = C 35 B. Very fine Obverse, Reverse fine. R 3. Plate III, $15. 

(It should be pointed out that Kays did not consider variations of the die 
cracks as did Chapman. Thus, there actually Is no Hays 34 (a). We have added 
the (a) to distinguish the Chapman varieties.) 

52 H 35 = C 41. Only good to very good. R 3. $10. 
53 H 36 = C 42. Very fine, slight edge dent. Scarce. R 3. Plato III, $40. 

54 H 37 = C 22. A choice, uncirculated specimen with nice chocolate color. An 

outstanding coin, very scarce. R 3. Plate III, $225. (see Lot 479). 
(Hayes 38 does not exist) 

55 H 39 = C 23. An extremely fine specimen of this scarce variety. R 3. Seldom 

offered. Plate HI, $55. 

56 Another H 39. About very fine. Light pitting. Well centered. Scarce variety. 

R 3. $30. 
57 H 39 (a) = C 23. An uncirculated coin with even glossy surface. Very rare 

thus. Plate III, $75. 
58 H 41 = C 24. Fine to very fine. Rare variety. R 6. Plate III, $65. 

59 H 41 (a) = C 24. Fine but has small pin point nicks on Obverse only slightly 

affecting the coin. Rare variety. Plate HI, $60. 

60 H 42 = C 26. Very rare variety. R 6. Only about very good with CEN worn. 

Other lettering clear. Plate III, $30. 

61 H 43 = C 6. Fine to very fine. Rare variety. R. 6. Plate ni, $40. 

62 Another H 43 as above. Fine with red-brown surface. Rare. R 6. $30. 

63 H 43 (a). Actually C6B but on a larger planchet. Collectors seriously inter¬ 

ested in these “sub-varieties” should examine all the coins simultaneously; i.e., 

lots 61, 63, 64 and 65. This is true also for the other Hays numbers. This 
specimen uncirculated and very desirable. Plate HI, $85. 

64 H 43 (b). Similar but in another state of the die. About very fine. Plate 
m, $13. 

65 H 43 (c). Similar. Still another state of the die. Fine and scarce. Plate 
IV, $10. 

66 H 44 = C 52. Obverse is very good with all lettering clear. Reverse poor. 
An extremely rare variety. R 7. Plate IV, $30. 

67 H 45 = C 49. Very fine. Plate IV, $25. 

68 H 45 (a) = C 49 B. Extremely fine and scarce thus. Plate IV, $45. 
69 H 45 (b) = C 49 C. Very fine. Plate IV, $17. 

70 H 46 = C 48. Fine and very scarce. R 6. Seldom offered. Plate IV, $80. 

71 H 46 (a) = C 48 B. Uncirculated and undoubtedly one of the finest known 
specimens. Very rare. R 6. Plate IV, $200. 

72 H 47 = C 33. A fine coin of this very rare variety. R 6. Plate IV, $30. 

73 H 48 = C 34. Another rare variety. Very fine. Plate IV, $35. 

74 H 49 = C 51. Only about fine, date and lettering clear. Rare variety. R 5 
Plate IV, $13. 

75 H 49 (a). Similar. Different state of die. Very fine and scarce. Plate IV 
$25. 

76 H 49 (b) = C 51 B. An extremely fine specimen and very scarce. R 4 Plate 
IV, $50. 
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77 H 50 = C 55. Very fine. Plate IV, $20. 
78 H 50 (a). Similar. Different state of die, extremely fine. Plate IV, $27. 
79 H 51 = C 56. Very fine and scarce. R 4. Plate IV, $25. 

80 H 51 (a). Similar. Different state of die. Fine to very fine. Scarce. Plate 
IV, $20. 

81 H 51 (b) = C 56 B. An extremely fine and desirable specimen. With extra 
die crack touching' third curl. Plate IV, $45. 

82 H 51 (c) = C 56 B. Extremely fine. Scarce in this condition. Plate IV, $65. 
83 H 52 = C 57. Very fine. Plate V, $22. 
84 H 52 (a). A choice uncirculated coin with glossy dark brown surface. Numer¬ 

ous die cracks. A very desirable specimen. Plate V, $75. 
(Hays lists a No. 53 but none are known to exist.) 

85 H 54 = C 53. Very fine. Nice dark color. Plate V, $23. 
86 H 55 = C 54. Very fine and very rare. R 6. Seldom offered. Plate V, $50. 
87 H 56 = C 59. Very fine and scarce. Plate V, $30. 
88 H 57 = C 32. Only very good, but very rare. R 7. Plate V, $35. 

CENTS OF 1795 
89 Doughty 66. Head similar to that of 1794. LIBERTY is irregular; L close to 

Cap. T opposite forelock; 5 merges with bust. Right stem of wreath is 
short as is the dividing line of fraction. About extremely fine with nice even 
surface. Plate V, $60. 

90 Another D 66. Very fine. Planchet defect near rim opposite mouth and chin. 
Well struck. $28. 

91 D 67. Head resembles above; L not so close; forelock points between R and T; 
date wide with 1 under hair and 5 merging with bust. Edge, ONE HUNDRED 
FOR A DOLLAR. Fine and scarce. Plate V, $47. 

92 Another D 67 struck on a defective planchet. Very fine and superior to above 
specimen. Lettered Edge. Rare. Plate V, $60. 

93 D 70. More dignified and artistic head. Pole touches border! LIBERTY is 
close and slightly curved. Date is bold and regular. ONE CENT is in center 
of wreath. Plain edge. About extremely fine and rare. Plate V, $60. 

94 The Jefferson Head Cent of 1795. Obverse differs entirely from all Liberty 
Cap cents. Fine, probably not more than 2 better specimens known to exist. 
An extreme rarity, seldom offered. Plate V, $300. 

LIBERTY CAP CENTS OF 1796 
95 Gilbert A. LIBERTY distant from milling; L touches cap; 1 in date touches 

hair and 6 is near bust. Wide space between ONE and CENT. Last cipher 
of fraction is high. AME connected at feet. Very fine with ONE CENT weakly 
struck. Scarce. Plate V, $40. 

96 Gilbert C. L nearly touches cap and R and T are very close to hair; 1 in date 
near curl and 6 distant from bust. AMER connected at feet. The “open mouth 
variety.” An extremely fine specimen and very desirable. Plate V, $70. 

97 Gilbert F. Liberty, date and end of pole distant from milling; L very near 
cap and R and T near fore-lock. CENT low in wreath. AME connect at 
feet. Fine with ST in STATES weakly struck. Scarce. Plate V, $23. 
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98 Gilbert K. L nearly touches cap and Ft and T are closer to hair than on any 
other variety. Date close to hair and bust. Reverse legend close to wreath 
with many letters nearly touching leaves; figures of fraction small; first S in 

STATES too large; A and M connected at bases. Very fine with nice dark 

color. Very rare. Plate V, $75. 

FILLET OR BUST CENTS OF 1796 
99 Gilbert 1. ER joined at bottom; date is straight, 6 close to 9. ONE is high, 

CENT is low. AME connected at feet; long fraction line. An extremely fine 

specimen of this rare coin and seldom offered in this condition. Plate V, $90. 

100 G 6. LIBERTY evenly spaced; date slightly curved and evenly spaced. The 

ribbon connects with the right branch and stem. A rare variety, fine to very 
fine. Plate V, $65. 

101 G 9. The LIHERTY variety. Large and regular letters, very close to milling 
and hair; B has been recut over an H. The enumerator rests on the dividing 

line in fraction. Fine and rare. Bottom of date is weak. Was unknown to 
Doughty. Plate V, $85. 

102 G 10. Obverse as above. LIHERTY. ONE high in wreath and CENT is low. 

Large ribbon bows; fraction line short. Fine and rare. Plate VI, $75. 

103 G 14. Date is straight, the 6 tilted to the right and connected to 9 by small 
die break. Between the 6 and bust is a raised point like a period, and between 

bust and chin are two more. The reverse has two berries immediately at the 

left of the bows. A very rare variety, the obverse is about fine, reverse very 
good. Plate VI, $70. 

104 G 15. The 1 in date touches hair and top of 6 merges with bust; die crack 
from milling near 9 to left touching 7 and 1, then lower curl and on to milling. 

Reverse a single berry on outside of right branch under letter C in AMERICA. 

Uncirculated with even brown color. One of finest known and extremely rare. 
Plate VI, $175. 

105 G 21. Same as No. 5 but does not have heavy obverse border break. A very 
rare variety in fine condition. Plate VI, $40. 

CENTS OF 1797 
106 Doughty 93. Terminal 7 stands midway between the bust and the border. 

Right branch of wreath terminates at top in a single leaf. Small figures in 
fraction. Gripped edge. R 4. A fine coin and rare variety. Plate VI, $14. 

107 D 94. Figures of date are evenly spaced and last 7 almost touches bust. 

Reverse same as D 93. An extremely fine specimen and very rare thus. Gripped 
edge. Plate VI, $135. 

108 D 95. The 1 in date touches hair; the 97 connected by a die crack; flaw in 

die at right of neck. Letters in ONE CENT are crude. UNITED ST weakly 

struck. This is the rare variety with the die crack through E in AMERICA. 
Gripped edge. Very fine. Plate VI, $25. 

109 D 98. A flaw in die shows dash crossing letter R. A heavy die crack at 

border behind head extending downward. A stemless wreath. This variety 

with the perpendicular die crack in field to right of bust. Fine and very rare 
Plate VI, $25. 
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110 1) 99. Obverse as above. Reverse large, wide fraction. A beautiful coin 
in extremely fine condition. Has slightest reverse edge dent. Plain edge. Very 
rare so choice. Plate VI, $75. 

111 D 100. The tip of final 7 just touches the bust. There is no leaf touching the 
C in CENT. The 1 in denominator is near left ribbon. A magnificent, uncircu¬ 
lated, red cent. Well centered and extremely rare in this condition. Probably 
none better in existence. From the famous Hall Collection. Plate VI, $800. 

112 D 101. T in LIBERTY immediately above forelock. Final 7 is low, touching 
border and close to 9. Only very good. Plate VI, $7. 

113 D 102. Obverse as above. Left stem disconnected from wreath. Fine and 
scarce. Plate VI, $9. 

114 D 103. B in LIBERTY inclined towards right. 1 in date just touches hair 
and 7 the bust. The OF is obliterated as is characteristic of this Reverse die. 
Very fine. Plate IV, $30. 

115 D 105. A strong, well struck impression. Triangular die break from 1 in 
date to rim and from rim to hair in back of neck. Reverse; denominator is 
curved. Rare variety. (See French No. 166.) Plate VI, $45. 

116 D 106. Tail of R just above forelock. Figures of date are very close. Last 
7 very close to bust but does not touch it. A choice, uncirculated coin with 
original red coloring. Extremely rare, not in French Collection. Plate VI, $200. 

117 D 107 (a). Similar to Doughty 107 with the die crack on obverse. Fine to 
very fine, scarce. Plate VI, $12.50. 

118 Not in Doughty. Reverse of Doughty 98 with a new obverse. Stemless wreath. 
Fine and very rare. Plate VI, $50. 

119 1797. Obverse die break as on No. 98. Stems to wreath, disconnected left 
ribbon. Very fine. $6. 

CENTS OF 1798 
120 Doughty 110 = Clapp 13, 11 = J. Liberty and date wide, bottom of letters 

indented. AM on reverse connected at bottom; small fraction. Extremely 
rare in any condition. Very good to fine. $40. 

121 Doughty 112 — Clapp 9, 7c = Gb. Large 8 has been cut over a 7. IB in 
LIBERTY are close. 2 curved cracks back of head. A crack from rim 
through F and A through wreath; another crack from rim, behind E in 
AMERICA to stem; a third crack from lowest left leaves through ribbons and 
numerator to rim near top of final A. Extremely rare in any condition. Fine. 

Plate VI, $27.50. 
122 D 115 = C 2, 1 = Bb. LIBERTY well spaced. Die is sinking at S OF A and 

a crack over OF. Light pin pricks on cheek. About very fine and very 
scarce. Plate VII, $25. 

123 D 116 = C 5, 4 = D. LIB has become weak, top of hair has been finished. 
Short fraction line and final O is very close to ribbon. A well struck cent with 
nice olive surface. Very fine and very scarce. Plate VII, $65. 

124 D 117 = C 6, 5 = Eh. LIBERTY is evenly spaced, R high. Hair almost 
touches ER. Date evenly spaced, 1 close to hair, 8 low, and a spur on back 
of 9. Light scratches behind head. Faint crack along top of UNITED and 
connecting with crack along top of ST, through upper part of A and along 
top of TES into field. An extremely fine specimen of this coin. Rare. Plate 

VII, $115. 
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125 D 118 = C 26, 21 = Sb. In LIBERTY, IB are close. Y is low and distant 
from T. 8 in date is large and high. Slight defect under the chin and a 
corresponding nick below the drapery. Very fine with nice chocolate color. 

Plate VII, $60. 
126 D 118 = C 27, 21d = Tc. A die crack from rim to eye forks and runs across 

the bust. Reverse crack from rim between T and A, to right top of T and 
across wreath to top of O in ONE. About fine and scarce. Plate VII, $20. 

127 D 118. Perfect die variety. Fine and scarce. Plate VII, $17.50. 

128 D 121 = C 47, 34c = HH. Marked defect in front of eye and has developed 

into a series of scratches. Reverse similar to Rev. O. E’s perfect, wide and 
bases have been corrected. Fifth berry on left hangs down. Very fine and 

scarce. Plate VII, $17.50. 
129 D 122 = C 16, 14c = Lc. Liberty evenly spaced. Below 9 are three denticles 

united. Die is pitted. Several reverse die cracks. A choice specimen struck 

from these poor dies. Very fine and scarce. Plate VII, $65. 

130 D 123 = C 24, 20b = Q. LIBERTY wide and evenly spaced with B slightly 

above 1. 9 in date leans slightly left. Very fine specimen of this extremely 
rare variety. Not in French Collection. Plate VII, $75. 

131 D 124 = C 44, 33 = EE. LIBERTY evenly spaced with B high and leaning 

right. Date wide with low 9. A very fine and desirable specimen. Plate 

vn, $16. 
132 D 125 = C 45, 33c = FFb. Faint crack from base of T into field. Very fine. 

Plate Vn, $35. 

133 D 130 = C 20. 17 = O. Date widely spaced. A well centered piece with strong 

impression. Plate VII, $30. 

134 D 132 = C 33, 26b = W. BE are distant, Y low and imperfect. Heavy rim 

break over RTY. Fine to very fine, scarce. Plate VII, $25. 

135 D 133 = C 31 (?). Weakness in die caused break from rim to curls and 

almost obliterates STATE. Very good to fine and rare. Plate VII, $30. 

136 Not in Doughty. Clapp 34, 27b = Xc. LIB are close. 17 also close; small 

point on top of 1. Small defect to left of L and another below Y to the right. 
Fine and very scarce. Plate Vn, $25. 

137 Not in Doughty. Clapp 36, 28b z= Ob. The reverse is D130. The obverse is 

new. Light die crack from point of bust to Y. Fine and quite rare. Plate 
VII, $30.00. 

CENTS OF 1799 
138 Doughty 137 = Clapp 1, 1 = A. LIBERTY evenly spaced except IB which 

are close. Date widely and evenly spaced with the second 9 high. This 9 has 

been cut over an 8. Reverse is that of GG of 1798. A fine specimen with nice 

dark color. Clear date and lettering and very well centered. The Bement 

specimen was only “good” and the Beckwith Collection did not have any. 
Extremely rare. Plate VII, $500. 

139 Doughty 138 = Clapp 2, 2 = B. The Perfect Date Variety with an even dark 

steel surface. Probably one of the three or four best 1799 cents known. 

This Is the original Crosby specimen. An Eastern Collector paid $2,500 for 
a slightly better specimen. Extremely fine and rare. Plate VII, $900. 
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140 

CENTS OF 1800 
Doughty 140. Obverse date over 1798. Curved date, evenly spaced. Fine to 
very fine. Plate VIII, $25. 

141 D 141. 1800 over 1799. Curved date, evenly spaced. Very fine and scarce. 
Plate Vin, $15. 

142 D 144. 1800 over 1799. Very fine, well centered. Scarce in this condition. 
Plate VHI, $45. 

143 D 146. L in LIBERTY nearer I than preceding varieties. Die break from rim 
behind B through hair to base of E. Crack through first O to border below 
final O. Defect below end of hair ribbon to left. About extremely fine for 
this defective die variety. Unusually well centered and very rare thus. Plate 
Vin, $65. 

144 D 147. Y has left end of stand missing. Curved date, evenly spaced. One of 
the rarest varieties of large cents. R 5. Only three specimens known to 
exist. This one fine and well centered. Plate VIII, $250. 

145 D 148. 1 in date very close to lowest curl. Both ciphers unfinished at base. 
C in CENT imperfect. A splendid specimen with nice lustre. Sharp lettering. 
Plate Vin, $35. 

146 D 149. Obverse similar to above. Fine to very fine. Plate Vin, $25. 
147 D 151. Date touches border milling. 1 touches lowest curl. Reverse date and 

portion of bust occur incused beneath impression of reverse die. Very fine 
with reddish brown surface. Difficult to obtain in this condition. Plate VIII, 

$50. 
148 D 155. Figures of date well formed. Extremely rare variety of which there 

are only six known specimens. Not in the French Collection. R 5. Very fine 
with dark olive surface. Plate VIII, $250. 

149 Not in Doughty. Reverse of D152 with Obverse fine to very fine. Scarce. 
Plate VIII, $35. 

150 Not in Doughty. Very fine and scarce. Plate VIII, $40. 

151 Not in Doughty. New Obverse and Reverse. Fine and scarce. Plate VIII, $35. 

152 Not in Doughty. Reverse of D 154 with new Obverse. Very good and scarce. 
Plate VIII, $18. 

CENTS OF 1801 
153 Doughty 157 = Newcomb 7. (6d = Db). Reverse has one error, fraction 

being 1/000. Very good to fine. Plate VIII, $18. 

154 D 158 = N 11 (9e G). Badly broken rim above RT, extends well down 
between the two letters. Reverse fraction 1/000. Very good to fine. Scarce. 
Plate VIII, $10. 

155 Another as above. Fine and scarce. $15. 

156 D 159 - N 9 (8 ~ Eb). Blunt l’s. The first cipher in denominator has been 
corrected to 1. Rim starting to break from F to AM. Fine and scarce. 
Plate VIII, $10. 

157 Another N 9 (8 = Ec). Fine to very fine. Rusty Reverse dies. $17.50. 
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158 D 160 = N 8. (7 = C). Blunt l’s. Figure 0 is higher than 8. LIB close. 
Perfect fraction. AM touch at base. Fine to very fine. OF is very weak. 
Scarce. Plato VIII, $15. 

159 D 162 = N10(9c = F). Blunt l’s. Left stand of Y defective. Failing of 
die has produced a “cap” on top of upright of R. Perfect fraction. Fine and 
scarce. Plate VIII, $20. 

160 D 163 = N 12 (10 = H). LIB close. Perfect fraction. AME very close but 
doesn’t touch. Planehet defect at edge below 0 in date. Very good to fine. 
Scarce. Plate IX, $10. 

161 Not in Doughty. Newcomb 2 (2 = A). Reverse of D 161 with new Obverse. 

The top of Y is above the top of T. 80 in date close. First 1 pointed, last 1 
blunt. Very fine and very rare. Plate IX, $45. 

CENTS OF 1802 
162 Doughty 164 = Newcomb 6 (3 = Cb). Defect in die just below LI. Field is 

rough above face and back of head. Reverse has crack from rim through D 
to leaves beneath. Fraction 1/000. Very fine. Scarce. Plate IX, $35. 

163 D 165 = N 9 (6b = Eb). Top of 1 in date close to hair. Lower part of left 

stand in Y missing. Faint crack through bottom of 802. Stemless wreath. 

All T’s defective. Faint crack from 100 to top of U. Easily very fine with 
nice lustre. Rare. Plate IX, $62.50. 

164 D 166 = N 19 (14 = L). 1 in date almost touches hair. LIBERTY more to 

right than usual. Reverse lettering incused in Obverse field. Stemless wreath. 

Last S in STATES appears double struck. A fine line below the fraction bar 

touches the denominator. Very fine with light brown surface. Plate IX, $15. 

165 D 167 = N 11 (7e = Gd). Die break through 8 extends into field. Reverse 

has numerous die cracks. Very fine with dark even color. Plate IX, $23. 

166 D 168 = N 10 (7 = F). Reverse has incused scalloped line between the wreath 
and AMERICA. Very fine. Plate IX, $15. 

167 D 170 = N 15 (lib = Ie). Date widely spaced. LIB close. Left stand of Y 

missing. Delicate crack from B through ERT to Y. Large berries; sloping 

fraction line. All die cracks are heavier. Fine and very rare. Plate IX, $17.50. 

168 D 171 = N 8 (5 = D). Only about good. $4. 

169 D 172 = N 1 (1 = A). Lettering worn. Fair. $4. 

170 D 174 = N 4 (3 = Bd). l almost touches hair and very close curl. Left stand 

of Y defective. Suction marks of wreath show in field along profile and back 

of head. Diagonal of N in CENT is beginning to crumble. Left side letter¬ 
ing weak. About fine. Plate IX, $9. 

171 D 175 = N 14 (10 = Hd). 02 are close and R is near hair. Has delicate 

crack from rim between FA to top outside berry. Fine. Plate IX, $9. 

172 D 177 = N 17 (12c = K). Has several die cracks; from rim through R; 

from rim through E; from base of Y downward; from nose towards rim. 

Reverse, all T’s have right stand missing. A wide line of blurred denticles 

extends through RICA and 100. Very fine with nice coloring. Plate IX, $20. 

173 D 178 = N 13 (9 = He). 8 is slightly lower than 1 and 0. Very fine and 
rare. Plate IX, $33. 
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174 Not in Doughty. Newcomb 12 (8b = H). Rim broken above B. Reverse 
similar to above. All lettering clear but coin is only good. Very rare variety. 
Plate IX, $27.50. 

175 Not in Doughty. N 16 (11c = J). Several rows of impressed denticles run¬ 
ning through LIBERTY. M in AMERICA recut. Fine and very rare. Plate 
IX, $31. 

176 1802. Stems. Scratches through E in CENT. Rim break over TATE. Fine. 
$5. 

177 1802. Stemless wreath. Struck from pitted dies. Very fine. $7. 

CENTS OF 1803 
178 Doughty 179 ;= Newcomb 7 (4f = Gf). Reverse 1/000. Lump under chin, 

and crack from rim to the right of 3 extends to rim under point of bust. A 
beautiful specimen. About uncirculated, and extremely rare. Plate IX, $90. 

179 D 180 = N 1 (Id = A). The rim break over TY is very heavy and touches 
their tops. 1 in date is blunt. Only good to very good. $4. 

180 D 182 = N 5 (4d = Eb). Large lump under chin extends to junction of chin 
and neck. Crack from rim below ribbon to top of U and from rim above N 
to right top of NIT. Very fine specimen with nice surface and well centered. 
Plate IX, $15. 

181 Another D 182 = N 5. Very fine and dark, dull surface. Struck from pitted 
dies. Nice impression and well centered. $10. 

182 D 183 = N 11 (7 = J). Corner of 3 touches bust line. Letters ME are joined 
at their bases. Fine. Very rare. Plate IX, $9. 

183 D 187 = N 13 (9 = Kc). Wide date, except 3 which is close to 0. Right 
stands of both T and Y are missing as well as part of left stand of Y. Badly 
broken rim over STA touching tops of S and T. There is a small period on 
bottom edge of letter B in LIBERTY. Splendid uncirculated specimen with 
small fraction. Very rare. Plate IX, $67.50. 

184 D 189 = N 3 (3b = Cd). Obverse similar to N 2 but top of hair has been 
refinished. Suction marks of Reverse show like a “horn” extending into field 
from center of forehead. Other suction marks in field in front of neck. Slight 
crack connects IB. There is a small triangular rim break over N in UNITED. 
Die crack touches RICA. A beautiful uncirculated specimen with olive brown 
surface. Rare. Plate X, $67.50. 

185 D 190 = N 9 (5b =: I). The die is beginning to fail causing a slight swelling 
beneath the chin and below the lowest curl. Bases of M and E touch with 
left side of M recut. Right base of T in CENT broken away. Last S in 
STATES recut. Short fraction bar. A choice uncirculated specimen with much 
original red. Unusually sharp for this die. Plate X, $75. 

186 D 192 = N 15 (11 = M). The 3 is near the 0 and its corner very close to bust 
line. IB almost touch at base. Figures of fraction very large with short bar. 
CEN touch at bases. An uncirculated red gem, perfectly centered. Very rare 
in this choice state. Plate X, $125. 

187 D 193 = N 16 (lib = Nb). Obverse as above except a crack from rim below 
1 passes up through that figure to hair above curving to left and just touching 
tip of ribbon to rim. Large fraction with bar longer than above. Small crack 
from rim above D to right side of this letter. Slight planchet imperfection 
between D and S. Another splendid coin, uncirculated and well struck. Very 
rare. Plate X, $95. 
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188 Another D 193 = N 16. Only very good. $4. 
189 1803. Large fraction variety. Fine to very fine. $7. 

190 1803. Small fraction variety. Fine. $4.50. 
191 D 195 = N 18 (12b = O.) Well formed 3 with slight swell above its upper 

half. A very delicate crack from base of T to forelock. Large fraction with 

long bar. Very fine specimen, well centered and with nice color. Very scarce. 

Plate X, $30. 
192 D 197 = N 22 (15c = Re). Large figures in date. 1 pointed and very close 

to hair; 3 touches bust line and has large round bottom. Several obverse die 

cracks. Large fraction. Last S in STATES slightly recut on lower right 

side. Several die cracks. Very fine and extremely rare. Plate X, $55. 

193 Not in Doughty. Newcomb 2 (2 = B). 1 almost touches hair and is close 

to 8. Comer of 3 lies over and above bustline. AM almost touches at base 

while ME are joined. All the T's and part of right stand broken away. Long 

fraction line. Very fine and extremely rare. Plate X, $50. 
194 Not in Doughty. Newcomb 8 (5 = H). Curl distant from 1. AME extremely 

close but do not touch. A very fine specimen and very rare. The Obverse is 

of Doughty 190 and the Reverse 186. Plate X, $23.50. 

195 Not in Doughty. Newcomb 23 (15c = Qf). Obverse as in lot 192. Reverse 

the sunken portion has deepened so that letters STA are entirely obliterated 

as well as the milling over these letters. Die crack from rim over second T 

in STATES connects with die crack to right of D and also with crack to left 

of 0. This is an excessively rare variety with probably only 2 other specimens 

known. There has been an attempted puncture through E in LIBERTY. Very 

good. Plate X, $175. 

CENTS OF 1804 
196 Doughty 198. There is only one variety of the 1804 cents. This is the famous 

Beckwith specimen. An uncirculated gem struck from the perfect dies. Prob¬ 

ably the finest specimen of this rarity in existence. Plate X, $1,100. 

197 D 198. Obverse die break. A well centered specimen. About very fine. Very 

rare. Plate X, $75. 

198 D 198. Obverse and reverse die breaks. Very fine and well centered. Very 
rare. Plate X, $120. 

199 D 198. Another perfect die variety. Small piece out of reverse edge above D. 
Very fine and rare. $100. 

200 The Government restrike of the 1804 Cent. Plate X, $10. 

201 1805. Doughty 199 = Clapp 1. Blunt 1; 5 touches bust. Outline of another 

5 to right of that figure. Very fine. Well centered. Plate X, $15. 

202 Another D 199. Very good to fine. $4. 

203 D 200 = C 2. Similar obverse but no outline of another 5. NT connected at 

top. Very fine to extremely fine. Well centered with nice even brown sur¬ 
face. Rare variety. Plate X, $40. 

204 D 201 = C 3. Tops of LIBERTY touch border. Pointed I. Oblique crack from 
left ribbon to hair. A very fine specimen and scarce. Plate X, $25. 

205 1806. D 202. Only one variety known. An extremely fine specimen with 

nice glossy surface and well centered. In this condition the 1806 Cent is 
extremely rare. Plato X, $95. 
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207 

208 
209 
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211 
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213 

214 

215 

216 

217 

218 

219 

220 

221 
222 
223 
224 
225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

1806. A splendid coin which has been “doctored.” Hair has been touched up 
and coloring added. Makes an excellent showpiece. §30. 
1807 over 1806. D 203 = Clapp 1. Fine with clear overdate. Large 7 over 6. 
Nice color. Rare. Plate X, §35. 

Another overdate about fine. Reverse from badly rusted dies. §7. 
Not in Doughty. Clapp 2. The rare variety with the small 7 over 6. The 1 is 
blunt and very close to curl; entire date is smaller. Figure 6 is distinct under 
the 7. Only about fine, but very rare. Plate XI, §55. 

D 204 = Clapp 3. CENT very irregular. STA are weak. Fine and scarce 
thus. Plate XI, §20. 

D 205. The Comet Variety. A prominent flaw extends from back of head to 
border on left and a line extends from nose to border on right. An uncircu¬ 
lated specimen with nicely blended grayish-brown surface. Probably as fine 
as any specimen known. Plate XI, §275. 
D 207 = C 6. IB are smaller; NT are connected. Very fine and rare. Plate 
XI, §10. 
1808. D 208 = C 1. The draped bust is replaced by a new head of Liberty 
which faces left. The lowest star on left is scarcely discernible and this fact 
has resulted in the description “12 star variety.” Uncirculated with glossy 
brown surface; slight nick on cheek. A beautiful coin and very rare thus. 
Plate XI, §125. 

Another D 208, as above. Fine to very fine. STA very weak due to reverse 
die cracks. §10. 

Another D 208. About extremely fine with dark olive glossy surface. From 
Col. Greene Collection. Very desirable. §30. 

D 209 = C 2. “Thirteen Star” variety, well centered. Very fine and very 
scarce. Plate XI, §42.50. 

Not in Doughty. Clapp 3. Combination of dies; new obverse and new reverse. 
Very fine with even, dark surface. Very scarce. Plate XI, §45. 
1809. D 210 = Clapp 1. Uncirculated with glossy brown surface. One of the 
finest specimens known of this rare date. Plate XI, §150. 
1810. D 211 = Clapp 1. 1810 over 09. Very fine with clear overdate. Plate 
XI, §12.50. 
D 212 = C 2. Perfect date. Struck to right on reverse. Very fine. Plate 
XI, §10. 
D 213 = C 3. Very good. §4. 
D 214 = C 4. Entirely different die. Very fine and scarce. Plate XI, §10. 
Not in Doughty. Clapp 5. Very fine and very scarce. Plate XI, §12. 
1810. Fine. Numerous light scratches. §3. 
1811. D 215 - Cl. 1811 over 10. About extremely fine with sharp lettering 
and stars. A well struck specimen of this rare coin. Plate XI, §65. 
D 216 = C 2. Perfect date. Very fine or better. Pin pricks in field behind 
head. A very desirable specimen. Plate XI, §30. 

1811. C 2. Perfect date; fine and scarce. §12. 

1812. D 217. Cl. A superb, uncirculated coin with original mint red. As fine 
a specimen as any in existence. Extremely rare in this condition. Plate XI, §100. 

D 218. C 2. Another beauty. Uncirculated with dark, glossy surface. Light die 
scratch on cheek. Very rare thus. Plate XI, §90. 

D 219 = C 3. About very fine. Small date. Scarce. §5. 

D 220 = C4. Very fine and well centered. Small date. Scarce. Plate XI, §12. 
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232 1813. D 221. C 1. Uncirculated with a glossy olive-brown surface. A beautiful 

and rare cent. Plate XI, $75. 
233 D 222. C 2. Fine Struck poorly forming a "wagon wheel” on edge of reverse 

from first S to M and the U is weak as is the top left star on obverse. Rare. 
Plate XII, $20. There is no D 223 known. 

234 Another D 222. Very fine. Rare. Plate XII, $27.50. 

235 1814. D 224. C 1. Crosslet 4. Uncirculated and very sharp. Struck slightly 
to the right as is always found in this variety. Scarce. Plate XII, $30. 

236 D 225. Plain 4. C 2. A nice, uncirculated coin. Plate XII, $30. 

237 1816. (The Cents of 1816-1857 have just been written up by Mr. Howard R. 

Newcomb in a new publication available at the Numismatic Gallery at $5.00. 

This new standard work is a long needed replacement for Andrews work 

covering the same series. We are giving the Andrews and Newcomb numbers. 
Every collector is urged to get this book.) Newcomb 2 = Andrews 2. Uncircu¬ 

lated with much original red. Plate XII, $10. 

238 N 6 = A 6. Uncirculated with nice brown color turning olive. Plate XII, $10. 

239 1817. N 3% = A 3y2. Die break on top of head below 8th star. Extremely 

fine. Wear on high spots of hair. Nice even brown surface. Plate XII, $20. 
240 N 4 = A 4. About extremely fine. Plate XII, $4. 

241 N 6 = A 6. Uncirculated with nice dark surface. Plate XII, $10. 

242 N TV2 — A 7%- The mouse top variety. A beautiful uncirculated coin with 
much original red. Rare thus. Plate XII, $30. 

243 N 8% = A 8%. Very fine. $5. 

244 N 9 = A 9, Beautiful uncirculated, olive cent. Scarce thus. Plate XII, $12.50. 

245 N 9% = A 9V2. Uncirculated. Brown turning to olive. Very scarce. Plate 
XII, $15. 

246 N 10 = A 10. Uncirculated, even dark surface. Scarce. Plate XII, $8. 
247 N 11 = A 11. Wide date. Extremely fine. Scarce. Plate XII, $5. 

248 N 13 = A 13. Uncirculated with some original red. Slight cheek lines. Very 
scarce. Plate XII, $10. 

249 Another N 13. Sharp specimen. Very fine to extra fine. Glossy brown surface. 
Scarce. $6. 

250 N 14 = A 14. Uncirculated, red. Light obverse nicks. Not a strong im¬ 
pression. Scarce. Plate XII, $8. 

251 N 16 = A 16. Fifteen star variety. Extremely fine. Reddish-brown surface. 
Rare. Plate XII, $15. 

252 Another N 16. Very fine, scarce. $8.50. 

253 1817. Thirteen stars, very fine. $2.50. 

254 1818. N 6 = A 6. Extremely fine with even brown surface. Scarce. Plate 
xn, $7. 

255 N 7 = A 7. Fine to very fine. $3.50. 

256 N 9 = A 9. Very fine. Plate XIII, $5. 

257 N 10 = A 10. Mint red, uncirculated. Plate XIII, $7. 

258 Another N 10. Mint red, uncirculated. $7. 

259 1819. N 1 = A 1. 1819 over 18. Extremely fine and well centered. Plate 
XIII, $8. 

260 N 2 = A 2. Perfect large date. Very fine. $5. 

261 N 8 = A 8. Beautiful uncirculated coin in mint state, red. Strong impression 
Scarce. Plate XIII, $8. 

262 Another N 8. Beautiful rust color. Uncirculated. $8. 
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263 N 9 = A 9. Uncirculated red with light obverse nicks. A nice coin. Scarce. 

Plate XIII, $9. 
264 N 10 = A 10. Small, wide date. Fine, very fine. $4. 
265 1820. N 1 = A 1. 1820 over 1819. Uncirculated, olive-brown. Choice piece 

and quite rare. Not in French Collection. Plate XIII, $20. 
266 N 6 = A 6. Uncirculated red. Nice strong impression and well centered. 

Perfect small date. Plate XIII, $10. 
267 N 13 = A 13. Uncirculated with golden red surface. Choice. Plate XIII, $7. 
268 Another N 13. Broken obverse die. Iridescent surface. Uncirculated. $7. 

CENTS OF 1821 
269 N 1 = A 1. Perfect Brilliant Proof. Probably the finest known. The Beck¬ 

with specimen. Has a beautiful iridescent surface. Cost Mr. Pearl $165 some 
time ago. Extremely rare. Plate XIII, $200. 

270 Another N 1. Prooflike surface, though not comparable to above. Rare. $55. 
271 N 2 = A 2. Uncirculated with glossy olive surface. Light obverse lines 

hardly noticeable and not materially affecting the coin. Very rare. Plate 

xm, $65. 
272 1822, N 1 = A 1. An extremely fine specimen, almost uncirculated. Light 

obverse lines. Very scarce. Plate XIII, $17.50. 
273 N 4 = A 4. Beautiful uncirculated cent. Well centered and with olive brown 

surface. An exceptionally choice coin. Plate XIII, $30. 
274 N 5 = A 5. Compact date. Very fine. Dark olive surface. Plate XIII, $5. 

275 N 11 = A 11. Wide date. Fine. $4. 

276 1822 fine. $1.50. 
277 1823. N 1 = A 1. 1823 over 22. Fine and very scarce. $10. 
278 N 2 = A 2. About extremely fine with obverse rim break. A choice specimen 

of this scarce variety. Plate XIII, $42.50. 
279 The mint restrike. Badly broken dies. Mint red, Proof-like. Scarce. Plate 

XIII, $10. 
280 1824. N 1 = A 1. 1824 over 22. Very fine with dark olive surface. Scarce. 

Plate XIII, $13.50. 
281 Another same. Fine and scarce. $7. 
282 N 2 = A 2. Perfect, compact date. A choice uncirculated coin with nice 

brown color. Very scarce. Plate XIII, $42.50. 
283 N 4 = A 4. Beautiful uncirculated coin. Reverse has purplish tint, obverse 

still has original red. Very scarce. Plate XIII, $50. 

284 1824. Fine to very fine. $3.50. 
285 1825. N 6 = A 6. Very fine and very scarce. Plate XIV, $7. 
286 N 7 = A 7. Very fine and rare. A desirable specimen. Plate XIV, $5. 
287 N 8 = A 8. An uncirculated gem with a glossy olive surface. Strong im¬ 

pression. Plate XIV, $35. 

288 N 9 = A 9. A superb specimen. Uncirculated with original mint red. Very 

sharp and choice. Plate XTV, $35. 

289 N 10 = A 10. Only about fine but quite a rare variety. $9. 
290 1826. N 1 = A 1. Extremely fine with glossy surface. Well centered and 

very scarce. This is the 1826 over 1825. Plate XIV, $25. 

291 N 3 = A 3. (Andrews 2 is unknown to Newcomb.) Very fine. Plate XTV, $3. 
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292 N 4 =: A 4. About fine. $3. 
293 N 6 = A 6. Superb uncirculated coin. Red-brown surface. A well centered 

and strong impression. Very rare. Plate XIV, $20. 
294 Another N 6. Extremely fine and rare. $12.50. 

295 N 7 = A 7. Uncirculated with olive brown surface. Seldom seen in this 
condition. A rare coin. Plate XIV, $15. 

296 N 8 = A 8. Fine to very fine. Dark olive surface. $5. 

297 N 9 = A 9. Very fine to extremely fine. Scarce. Plate XIV, $7.50. 
298 1826. Very fine. $3. 

299 1827. N 5 = A 5. Brilliant uncirculated. Even brown surface. Perfectly 

centered with borders completely milled. Faint lines in obverse field. Very 
rare. Plate XIV, $20. 

300 N 6 = A 6. Uncirculated with golden olive surface. Perfectly centered, 
strong impression. Rarity 4. A very rare variety. Plate XIV, $22. 

301 N 8 = A 8. Uncirculated with red-brown surface. Scarce. Plate XIV, $10. 

302 N 11 = A 11. Beautiful olive lustre. Well centered and a strong impression 

with faintest line on cheek. Very rare variety. Rarity 5, uncirculated. Plate 
XTV, $30. 

303 Another N 11. Extremely fine to uncirculated. Rare. $17.50. 
304 1827. Very fine. $4. 

305 1828. N 3 = A 3. Very fine. $4. 

306 N 9 = A 9. Very rare variety, only about fine. Rarity 5. $15. 

307 N 10 = A 10. An uncirculated coin in superb condition with an olive-red 

surface. Small date variety. An extremely rare coin in this condition. Plate 
XIV, $75. 

308 Another N 10. Uncirculated gem. $75. 

309 N 11. Not in Andrews. Obverse is same as Andrews 8 with a new reverse. 
Very fine and scarce. Plate XIV, $15. 

310 1829. N 1 = A 1. Extremely fine. Reverse edge dent. Scarce. Plate XIV, 
$10. 

311 N 5 = A 5. Fine but has several nicks above head. Scarce. Plate XIV, $3.50. 

312 N 6 = A 6. A gem coin with much brilliance resembling proof lustre. Very 
rare. Plate XIV, $30. 

313 N 8 = A 8. A splendid coin in extremely fine condition. A well centered 
strong impression. Very scarce. Plate XV, $12. 

314 N 9 = A 9. Very rare variety. Only very good. Seldom offered. $5. 
315 1829. Fine. $3. 

316 1830. N 4 = A 4. Very fine. $4. 

317 N 8 = A 8. Fine. Edge dent. $3. 

318 1830. Very fine. $3.50. 

319 1831. N 3 = A 3. Superb Proof. Original mint red. Perfectly centered, 
strong impression. Extremely rare. Plate XV, $65. 

320 N 6 = A 6. An uncirculated specimen with brown glossy surface turning 
olive. Rare. Plate XV, $12. 

321 N 9 = A 9. Uncirculated with brilliant red reverse though obverse is a bit 
dull. A rare die. Plate XV, $12. 

322 N 11 = A 11. Very fine. $3. 

323 N 12 = A 12. Extremely fine with nice brown surface. $6. 

324 1831. Very fine. $8. 
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325 1832. N 1 = A 1. Uncirculated red but getting dark. Slight scratch in 
front of nose. A very desirable coin. Plate XV, $12.50. 

326 1833. N 2 = A 2. Uncirculated with even brown lustre. Plate XV, $13. 
327 N 3 = A 3. Extremely fine. $4. 

328 N 5 = A 5. A choice coin, about uncirculated showing cabinet wear on high 
spots. The "Horned 8." Scarce. Plate XV, $13. 

329 Another N 5. Uncirculated, some red. $13. 

330 N 6 y2 = A 6 *4. Double profile. An extremely fine to uncirculated specimen. 
Light lines in obverse field. Rare. Plate XV, $17.50. 

331 1834, N 1 = A 1. Extremely fine. Glossy brown surface. $5. 
332 N 2 = A 2. Very fine. Strong impression. $4. 

333 N 4 = A 4. Uncirculated with much of original red. Well centered. Scarce. 
Plate XV, $12. 

334 1835. N 5 = A 5. Extremely fine. Even brown surface and well centered. 
Scarce variety. Plate XV, $8. 

335 N 5%. Same as above but with double outline front of coronet, forehead, 
nose and lips. Differs slightly from N 5% in that the LIB is also double 
struck in addition to the ERTY. Extremely fine with glossy brown surface. 
Rare variety. Plate XV, $42.50. 

336 N 16. Not in Andrews. Type of 1836. Obverse same as N 7 = A 7 with 
figures, letters and stars perfect; lips double struck; with a different reverse. 
Very fine with nice brown gloss. Rare. Plate XV, $10. 

337 1836. N 1 = A 1. Numerous light obverse nicks. About fine. $3. 
338 N 3 = A 3. The obverse die has a rim break over the sixth star. The 

planchet has a defective edge between the third and fourth stars. A nice, 
uncirculated specimen with red-brown surface. Scarce. $10. 

339 N 6 = A 6. A beautiful uncirculated specimen with sharp stars and lettering. 
Obverse has the rim break between seventh and eighth stars. Slight nick on 
cheek. Unusually nice and rare. $9. 

340 1837. N 3 = A 3. A beautiful olive proof. Sharp and well centered. These 
proof coins are extremely rare and seldom offered. Plate XV, $65. 

341 N 5 = A 5. Uncirculated with olive brown surface. Scarce. $7. 
342 N 6 = A 6. A beautiful uncirculated coin with golden olive surface. Top of C 

in CENT has been recut. Scarce. $7. 
343 Another N 6. Uncirculated, some red. $6. 

344 N 7 = A 7. Uncirculated but with slight rubbing on cheek and hair. Well 
centered and with nice brown color. $6. 

345 N 8 = A 8. Has three dots on reverse between E and N, over E and in center. 
Uncirculated with some original color and nice lustre on reverse. Tiny edge 
dent. $6. 

346 N 9 = A 9. Fine, well centered. Obverse die crack. $3. 

347 N 11 = A 11. Uncirculated; tiny obverse nicks. Scarce. $7. 

348 N 13. Not in Andrews. Plain hair cord. Left edge of curl over center of 7; 
front line of coronet straight; curl starts in field to left of and below line 
under L; date spaced as on No. 4; slightest suggestion of a center dot; delicate 
curved line through right arm of Y. Reverse, large letters. D below base 
line of E; left upright of N in UNITED has an extra top and base (as in a 
double striking); in legend inside right base of all A’s and left base of all E’s 
about normal; small defect below N in ONE; no center dot. Cracked through 
very tops of all letters in legend. Uncirculated, red. Rare. $25. 
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349 N 15. Not in Andrews. Obverse similar to N 2, but cracks arc not so devel¬ 
oped and not sunken at base of T. Reverse J. Large letters. Top and base 
of U below N; bases of ED on same line; no center dot. This reverse has 

numerous die cracks, most of which are enumerated by Newcomb. Rarity 6. 
One of the rarest of large cents. Fine to very fine. $40. 

350 1838. N 1 = A 1. Uncirculated with frosty surface. $5. 

351 N 4 = A 4. Uncirculated. $5. 

352 N 5 = A 5. Extremely fine. Probably has never been in circulation but is 
not a strong impression. $4. 

353 N 7 = A 7. Uncirculated with glossy olive-brown surface. Well centered, 
Rare. $5. 

354 N 8. Not in Andrews. Obverse is same as N 5 but with different reverse (Hj. 

Very fine. Scarce. $10. 

355 Another N 8. Very fine. $10. 

356 N 12. Not in Andrews. Date very closely spaced, 1 8 more so than on any 

other obverse. Reverse K. Uncirculated with glossy brown surface. Rare. $15. 

357 1839. N 1 = A 1. The 1839 over 1836 variety. This specimen is easily very 
fine and as such one of the finest known. Very rare in any condition and this 
one exceptionally so. Plate XV, $90. 

358 N 2 = A 2. Head of 1838. A splendid coin with red-brown surface. Slight 

nick on cheek. Uncirculated and scarce. Letters in CENT are recut. Plate 
XV, $10. 

359 N 4 = A 4. The “Silly Head.” Extremely fine, and quite scarce thus. Plate 
XV, $10. 

360 N 7 = A 7. The “Booby Head” variety. The reverse H is not the same die 

as reverse F of No. 6 as Andrews states. The large curl in front of ear is 

perfect with a dot on inside edge; open mouth. Extremely fine and rare. 
Plate XV, $15. 

361 N 8 = A 8. Type of 1840. Point of coronet near 5th star; point of curl over 

right side of 3; round punch hole in ear. Reverse G. Type of 1840, small 

letters. Beautiful olive green gloss. Superb uncirculated coin. Rare. Plate 
XV, $20. 

362 N 11. Not in Andrews. Booby Head closely resembling No. 7. Reverse I. 

Without loop on left stem and with elongated second berry. No center dot. 

Uncirculated with original mint red. Rare in any condition, but extremely 
so in this state. Plate XVI, $42.50. 

363 1840. N 2 = A 2. A beautiful orange-olive proof. Small date. 8 has been 
recut. A real gem, from the Beckwith Collection. Plate XVI, $65. 

364 N 5 = A 5. Crossline of 4 connects 8 and 0. Round hole in ear. Very small 

center dot. Extremely fine to uncirculated with glossy brown surface. $7. 

365 N 9 = A 9. Large date. Crack from rim to rim near fourth start and through 
eleventh star. Very fine. $4. 

366 1841. N 1 = A 1. A superb iridescent proof. Sharp point of curl over left 
edge of upright of 4; point of bust left of center of space between 1 and 8. 
See No. 6. A real gem and extremely rare. Plate XVI, $65. 

367 N 4 = A 4. Crack passes over 5th star, through 6th, 7th and 8th, to top of 
9th. Very fine. $4. 
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368 N 6. Not in Andrews. Blunt point of curl over left edge to upright of 4; point 
of bust left of center of space between 1 and 8; long diagonal line in field close 
to back of head; several short horizontal lines to right of eye. Very fine with 
nice gloss. Scarce. $10. 

369 1842. N 1 = A 1. Small date. Has dent on reverse edge. A very fine speci¬ 
men. $4. 

370 N 4 = A 4. Large date. Edge dents. Very fine. $3. 
371 N 5 = A 5. Large date. A beautiful uncirculated specimen, brilliant red. Has 

spots at 2nd, 5th, 9th and 12th stars. Very desirable coin. Plate XVI, $12. 
372 1843. N 4 = A 4. Obverse of 1842 with reverse of 1844. Very fine and 

scarce. $4. 
373 N 6 = A 6. Obverse and reverse of 1844. Very fine and scarce. $5. 
377 N 9. Not in Andrews. Obverse and reverse of 1842. Perfect obverse rim. 

The 843 is recut. Round hole in ear. Uncirculated with much red and nice 
gloss. Rare. Plate XVI, $20. 

378 1844. N 4 = A 4. A beautiful red proof. An extremely rare coin. Plate 
XVI, $65. 

379 N 6 = A 6. Reverse has fine crack from rim to right top of M, tops of ER 
to rim over I. Extremely fine and rare. $5. 

380 1845. N 4 = A 4. The underside of the top of 5 is recut. The 8 and 4 just 
touch line to right of Y. Reverse crack connects ED. Extremely fine. Dark 
brown blending with some red. Plate XVI, $8. 

381 N 5 = A 5. Very fine. $3.50. 
382 N 9. Not in Andrews. Obverse resembles N 3. Figures slightly more distant 

from bust and curls; left base of 1 over center of denticle; 84 do not touch; 
small “mole” on upper lip; no lines through TY. See N 13. Very fine. $10. 

383 N 14. Not in Andrews. Proof. Curl midway 8 and 4; point of bust slightly 
left of upright of 1, its left base very close to center of a denticle; 84 almost 
touch. From right base of Y a curved line upward; two fine short crooked 
lines and two delicate dots on jaw, another close in front of ear. This speci¬ 
men was used by Mr. Newcomb in describing the N 14 variety. It is believed 
to be unique. A dark brown surface with bluish tint. Plate XVI, $125. 

384 1846. N 6 = A 6. Small date. Curl midway 8 and 4. Perfect reverse die. 
Uncirculated with red-brown surface. Plate XVI, $9. 

385 N 7 = A 7. With break on obverse. Brilliant uncirculated red. A gem coin. 
Plate XVI, $25. 

386 N 18. Not in Andrews. Small date. Very fine and scarce. $7.50. 
387 1847. N 1 = A 1. Very fine. Scarce. $2.50. 
388 N 4 = A 4, Outline under 1 and 8. Reverse die crack over UNITED. See 

N 27. Uncirculated with brown frosty surface. $6. 

389 N 7 = A 7. Obverse rim break from first star to 8. The 1 touches bust, 8 
touches point of hair and 4 touches curl. Uncirculated with red-brown sur¬ 

face. $7. 

390 N 8 = A 8. The 84 very near to hair and curl but do not touch. Very fine. $3. 
391 N 16. Not in Andrews. Defect in planchet looks like die break through 1 

and 8, but is not. See N 38. Very fine. Red. Scarce. $10. 

392 N 24. Not in Andrews. Obverse resembles N 9. Date more closely spaced. 
Prominent defects on front of chin and many strong diagonal lines in field from 
back of head through date and in front of face. Fine crack from base of 4 
to rim. Uncirculated with red-brown surface. Plate XVI, $13.50. 
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1848. N lb = A 1. The outline on right aide of 184 has been removed but 

still remains on under side of diagonal of 4. Several delicate chips out of die 
on cheek and neck near ear. Practically uncirculated with glossy brown sur¬ 

face. Very rare. $10. 
N 4 = A 4. The outlines near the base of each figure are to the left not right 

as printed in Andrews. Entire date is double struck. About uncirculated but 
hair and LIBERTY are weakly struck. Plate XVI, $10. 

N 9 = A 9. Right top of 1 close to bust and 4 close to curl; point of star 
almost touches curl. An uncirculated gem with iridescent olive surface. $9. 

Another N 9. Uncirculated, red. $7.50. 
N 16. Not in Andrews. 4 touches curl and has a delicate dot below its left 

base. 1 touches bust. Point on upright of right side of N in CENT. About 

uncirculated with even brown surface. Scarce. $9. 
N 19. Not in Andrews. A beautiful proof. Very rare. Plate XVI, $100. 

N 20. Not in Andrews. Similar to N 7, CE in CENT connected at bottom. 

Uncirculated with considerable red. $15. 
N 22. Not in Andrews. Reverse die cracks top TED and STATES of AME. 

Very fine. Scarce. $8.50. 

1849. N 7 = A 7. Very fine. $5. 

N 9 = A 9. Extremely fine. Has been colored; a nice red surface. Scarce. $4. 

N 11 = A 11. Very fine. Even brown surface. $3. 

N 13. Not in Andrews. Small defects under bases of 1 and 4 and 9. Extremely 
fine and scarce. $10. 

N 15. Not in Andrews. About extremely fine, scarce. $8.50. 

N 20. Not in Andrews. About uncirculated though with light lines on cheek. 
Nice dark brown surface. Scarce. $10. 

1850. N 7 = A 7. Uncirculated, mint red. $5. 
Another N 7. Uncirculated, red. $5. 

N 12. Not in Andrews. Uncirculated with olive red lustre. Scarce. $10. 
N 15. Not in Andrews. Very fine. $5. 

1850 uncirculated, brown glossy surface. $4. 

1^51- N 2 = A 2. Uncirculated. Red-brown surface. Tiny nicks. $4. 
Another N 2. Uncirculated, red. $5. 
Another N 2. Extremely fine. $3. 

N 3a = A 3. The 1851 over 1881. The overdate is very plain. Very fine with 
reverse even better. Scarce. $12.50. 

N 5 = A 5. Very fine. $2.50. 

N 6 = A 6. Very fine. $2.50. 

N 10 = A 10. Uncirculated, red surface. $5. 

N 15. Not in Andrews. Uncirculated. Mint red surface. Scarce. $9.50. 
1851 Uncirculted. $4. 

1851 Uncirculated, spots. $3.50. 

1851 Very fine. $2. 

1552. N 3 = A 3. Uncirculated, mint red. $5. 

Another N 3. About uncirculated. $4. 

N 7 = A 7. Extremely fine. $3.50. 

N 8 = A 8. Uncirculated with glossy olive brown surface. Edge dent. $5. 

N 9 = A 9. Extremely fine. Well centered. $4. 

Another N 9. Uncirculated, mint red. $6. 
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429 N 11 — A 11. A beautiful uncirculated coin with golden olive surface. Scarce 
$5.50. 

430 N 13 = A 13. Uncirculated. Red surface blended with brown. A delicate 
crack runs from first star to bust. Very scarce. $5.50. 

431 N 14. Not in Andrews. Date has been recut. Uncirculated with glossy brown 
surface. $8.50. 

432 Another N 14. Very fine. $3.50. 

433 N 21. Not in Andrews. Uncirculated gem with bright mint red surface. Very 
scarce and desirable. $12.50. 

434 1852. Extremely fine; edge dent. $3.50. 
435 1853. N 3 = A 3. Uncirculated with glossy brown surface. $5. 
436 N 5 = A 5. Uncirculated with blending shades of olive and red. $5. 
437 N 10 = A 10. Uncirculated, olive gem. $6. 
438 Another N 10. Uncirculated, mint red. $5. 
439 N 13 = A 13. Uncirculated, mint red lustre. Nice coin. $5. 

440 N 17 = A 17. Uncirculated with glossy red-brown surface. Slight cheek lines. 
$4.50. 

441 N 19 = A 19. Very fine. A scarce variety. $3. 

442 N 25. Not in Andrews. Uncirculated with original red turning olive. Scarce. 
$10. 

443 Another N 25. Uncirculated. Red but not as brilliant as above. $5.50. 
444 N 29. Not in Andrews. Very fine. Glossy iridescent surface. Scarce. $10. 
445 1853. Very fine. $2. 

446 1854. N 3 = A 3. Extremely fine. Even brown surface. $3. 
447 N 4 = A 4. About uncirculated with nice red-brown surface. $4. 
448 N 8 = A 8. Uncirculated. Red glossy surface. $5. 
449 Another N 8. Uncirculated. Light cheek lines. $4.50. 
450 N 11 = A 11. Uncirculated with even brown surface. Heavy lower border 

on obverse. $5. 

451 1855. N 3 = A 3. Upright 55. About uncirculated, frosty brown surface. $5. 
452 N 4 = A 4. Upright 55. Birlliant mint red. A gem coin. $5. 
453 Another N 4. Mint red. $5. 
454 N 7 = A 7. Uncirculated, red-brown. $4. 

455 N 9 = A 9. Slanting 55. Small high die break over ear. A beautiful dark 
red, turning olive. A scarce variety. $5. 

456 N 10 = A 10. Slanting 55. A beautiful iridescent olive proof. Very rare. 
Plate XVI, $30. 

457 Another N 10. Brilliant mint red. This is the sub-variety mentioned by New¬ 
comb having a very weak sixth star. Choice. $7. 

458 Another N 10 as above. Uncirculated, red-brown. Edge dent. $5. 

459 1856. N 1 = A 1. Slanting 5. Dark brown and red. Frosty uncirculated 
coin. $5. 

460 N 4 = A 4. Only fine but a scarce variety. $4. 

461 N 5 = A 5. Beautiful iridescent proof. A gem coin and very desirable. Plate 
XVI, $30. 

462 N 5 = A 5. About uncirculated. Dull. $3.50. 

463 N 7 = A 7. Upright 5. Uncirculated with blended gold, red and olive. $5. 

464 N 10 = A 10. Uncirculated with dark red surface. Scarce variety. $6. 

465 N 11 = A 11. Fine. Upright 5. $3. 
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466 N 14. Not in Andrews. Slanting 5. Uncirculated with frosty brown surface. 
Pin pricks between 7th and 8th stars. Scarce. $5. 

467 Another N 14. Uncirculated, mint red. $10. 

468 Another N 14. Extremely fine. $3.60. 

469 1856 . Uncirculated, mint red. $4. 
470 1857. Last year of issue of large cents. N 1 = A 1. Large date. Uncircu¬ 

lated, mint red. Scarce. $7. 

471 N 2 = A 2. Small date. Uncirculated with brown surface, some red. Scarce. $7. 

472 N 3. Not in Andrews. Beautiful olive brown proof. Small date. Rare. 
Plate XVI, $50. 

473 N 4. Not in Andrews. Small date. Uncirculated; dark surface. Very scarce. 
$10. 

474. N 5. Not in Andrews. Small date. A perfect brilliant proof. Really a gem 
coin and very rare; only four specimens known. Plate XVI, $90. 

475 1793 Crosby I-A. A very desirable specimen of this rarity. Very fine; not in 

the Dr. French Collection. $475. 

476 1793 Crosby 6-F. A very fine specimen. Planchet defects behind head. Edge 

dent above L in LIBERTY. Rare. $250. 

477 1793 Crosby 9-H. A choice, well struck specimen of this rare variety. Even, 

dark lustre; well centered. $175. 

478 1794 Hays 24 (a) C21 B. Similar to lot 43. A beautiful coin; about uncircu¬ 

lated but has edge dents. Rare. $85. 

479 1794 Hays 37 C 22. A choice coin, easily very fine. R3. Rare. $57.50. 

IMPORTANT 
None of the photographs have been retouched. The actual reproduction, naturally, 

seldom does justice to the condition of the coin. If you are interested in a particular 
item, get it, examine it. If not satisfactory, return it. 

» 41 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

CONDITIONS OF SALE 
All coins guaranteed genuine as described. 

Coins will be sent on approval to reliable collectors with established credit. 

Sfbe prefer^-ed.leC* ^ ““ Sequence in which received.' those enclosing remittances 

NO SALES FINAL until purchaser has examined the coins; coins returned within 

days of our shipping date will be accepted for full refund. 

No postage charged on orders over $10.00. 

Whenever possible, collectors should indicate second choices; their first choice 
may have been sold before receipt of their order. 
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will be able to supply some of the books, though the prices are high. Reprints of 
Doughty and Andrews are available at fairly low prices. The new publication by 
Howard R. Newcomb on the 1816-57 series has just been released. 

The series of 1793 and 1794 are probably the most desired of the large cents. 
Because of the difficulty confronting the collector in his efforts to obtain reference 
works on these years, the descriptions of 1793 cents by Crosby and those of 1794 by 
Chapman have been reprinted as have the plates accompanying them. These reprints 

are included in this publication as a service to collectors of large cents. 
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PLATE I 

PATTERNS OF 1792 AND CENTS OF 1793 
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THE UNITED STATES 

CENTS OF 1793 

Sylvester S. Crosby 
Member of the Boston Xnsmiinatic Society 

Honorary Member of the American Numismatic and Archaeological Society 

The Cents of 1793 may be arranged in three classes, the heads 

upon all facing to the right, as follows :- 

Class 1. The Chain or link Cents, having on their reverses a 
chain of fifteen links. Of these, I find four obverse and three re¬ 
verse dies. 

Class 2. The Wreath Cents, having on their reverses a wreath, 
the stems of which are tied with a single bow-knot. Seven obverses 
and six reverses are found here. 

Class 3. The Liberty-Cap Cents, taking their name from the de¬ 
sign of the obverse, but having upon the reverse a wreath tied with 
a double bow-knot. Of this class, I have found but three obverses 
and two reverses. 

CLASS 1. THE CHAIN OR LINK CENTS. 

This class comprises obverses 1, 2, 3, and 4, with reverses A, B 
and C. The heads are “faintly relieved,” as the samples furnished 
by Mitchell were described to have been, and have the hair in fine 
locks, being very much alike in all dies. The legend, LIBERTY, 
is above the head, and the date, 1793, in exergue. The reverses 
have the words one cent and the fraction 1/100 within an endless 
chain of fifteen links, which is encircled by the legend, UNITED 
STATES OF AMERI. (or AMERICA.) Around the field of both 
obverse and reverse is a slightly, raised or milled rim. The edges 
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are divided into four unequal sections, the two smaller of which 
are lightly reeded, the two larger being filled by a vine (?), or by 
a series of sprays resembling a vine, bearing small trefoil or tri- 
lobed leaves, and blossoms, or, more probably cotton leaves and 
bolls of cotton. This edge was formerly known as “stars and 
stripes,” but is now usually, and more correctly, called “vine and 
bars.” The sizes vary from twenty-five to twenty-eight millimetres, 
and the weights from two hundred to two hundred and twenty- 
one grains. 

Obverse 1, with reverses A and C. A bead of Liberty, facing the 
right with hair in fine locks flowing backward and downward, the 
lower locks long and slender. The letters of the legend - - LIBER¬ 
TY - - are regular in size and spacing, and equally distant from the 
rim and the head. The figures of the date are widely spaced, being- 
separated nearly two millimetres, the space between 7 and 9 fully 
of that extent. The point of the bust is short and curved, termin¬ 
ation in a sharp point two and one-half millimetres from the top 
of the figure 3. A short lock of hair just below the angle formed 
by the hair and neck-line of the bust, points downward between the 
7 and 9. The two longer thin locks at the left extend about as far 
as the inner circle of the date, the third lock being still longer. 

Reverse A, with obverse 1. An endless chain of fifteen links, en¬ 
closing the words One Cent and the fraction of 1/100. A small 
point, the centre-mark of the die, appears between the tops of e and 
n of CENT, and both words are equally distant from the chain on 
either side. The legend is UNITED STATES OF AMERI. The 
period is small and about its own diameter distant from the 1. The 
line of rule division in the fraction (regula) is nearly two milli¬ 
metres below the word CENT and equally distant from the nume¬ 
rator and the ciphers of the denominator, but very near the figure 
1 of the latter. The space between 1 and 00 is wide. C of CENT 
and U of UNITED low, F of OF high. 

Obverse 2, with reverse C. The legend is regularly, but widely 
spaced, and nearly twice as far from the rim as from the head. The 
hair is longer, flowing down closely at the left of the date, the 
longest locks at the extreme left reaching nearly as far as its outer 
circle; five of the lower locks are long, and a small lock in the angle 
of the neck points toward the 3. One fine lock strays down nearly 
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to the top of the 1, and a slight crack from the border crosses that 
figure. The date is more closely spaced than on obverse 1, and I 
will here note that the spaces of the date show a gradual decrease 

from obverse 1 to obverse 4. This is most notable between the 9 
and 3, but nearly as much so between the 7 and 9, excepting be¬ 
tween the figures on obverses 2 and 3, which are more nearly equal. 

Only one from this die known. 

Obverse 3, with reverses B and C. The letters of the legend ir¬ 

regular in size and position, and near the head, as in obverse 1. The 

R, large, high and leaning to right. Seven lower locks of hair long 

and farther to the left of the date than in obverses 1 and 2. The 

short lock nearest the angle of the neck-line points at the figure 1. 

The line of the neck is nearly straight and the point of the bust nar¬ 

row and straight. The date is nearer to the point of the bust than 

to the hair, and the 7, low. The form or outline of the chain upon 

reverse is often found incused on the obverse in front of the mouth 

and throat, and under the neck, probably caused by a partial im¬ 

pression of the reverse die being received by the obverse from an 
accidental contact without an intervening planchet. 

Reverse B, with obverse 3. The legend is UNITED STATES 

OF AMERI. One Cent is very near the chain on the right. No 

centre-mark. The first S of STATES is low; I of UNITED, F, 

and MER, high. The period following the legend is large, and more 

than twice its own diameter from the letter I. The regula high ; 

the figures smaller than those of reverse A, and the numerator 

rests on the line. 100 evenly spaced, but the ciphers low. I have 

found only one impression of this die and cannot now trace that, 

but describe and illustrate it from a copy taken some years ago. 

Obverse 4, with reverse C. The letters of the legend are more 

closely spaced, and nearer the rim than the head. L and B are low, 

L and I very close. Many of the lower locks are long, some reach¬ 

ing nearly as far as the outer circle of the date. The date closely 

spaced and both legend and date are followed by a period. 

Reverse C, with obverses 1, 2, 3 and 4. This die bears a close re¬ 

semblance to reverse B, differing only in the legend which in this 
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is UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, the C and A low. All 
peculiarities noted in B are found also in this, and I conclude that 
the same hub was used in sinking the die, but altered by the obliter¬ 
ation of the period, and by the addition of CA to the legend: and 
these letters, when added, were placed lower than the others. A 
detailed description would be a mere repetition of that already 
given for reverse B, except in the particulars noted above. 

The Cents of Class 1 may be estimated in their order of rarity 

as:- 
First, 2-C and 3-B. 
Second, 1-A and 4-C. 
Third, 1-C and 2-C. 

CLASS 2. THE WREATH CENTS. 

This class includes obverses 5 to 11, with reverses D to J inclu¬ 
sive. These have been known as the “Wreath Cents,” but they 
might be more definitely designated as the Single-bow Wreath 
Cents, for the Liberty Cap Cents also have wreaths upon their re¬ 
verses, but the stems are tied with a double bow knot. 

The heads are in bolder relief than the preceding, which gives 
them a larger and heavier appearance. A double curl of hair is 
in the angle between the lower locks and the neck-line of the .bust. 
The hair flows more loosely, in longer, heavier and more separate 
tresses, closely resembling the French ideal head of Liberty, but 
without cap and staff. Above the head, (which in the several dies 
differs but slightly, and chiefly in the treatment of the hair) is the 
legend, LIBERTY. Under the bust, and above the date 1793 which 
is in exergue, is a sprig of three leaves. Near the edge is a circle 
of fine beads or pellets, forming the border. 

The reverses have the words One Cent within a wreath formed 
by two curved branches bearing leaves, most of which are ovate, a 
few being trefoils, among which are numerous axillary racemes of 
fruit or berries ( ?). In every die a single trefoil is found upon the 
inside of each branch, and upon only one is the branch without one 
or more upon the outside. The stems of the branches are crossed 
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below, and tied witli a ribbon which forms within the wreath a 
single bow, the ends falling below the stems, leaving an intervening 
space which is occupied by the fraction 1/100. The legend UNIT¬ 

ED STATES OF AMERICA nearly encircles the wreath. Near 
the edge is a beaded border, as on the obverse. 

Before describing these dies, some remarks concerning the first 

of their obverses, as well as all the reverses of Classes 2 and 3 may 
not be amiss. There has been much difference of opinion regard¬ 

ing the Cent with obverse 5. The term “Clover leaf” was applied 

to it when it was, I think, first brought into general notice in the 

American Journal of Numismatics, in April, 1869; I cannot now 

say by whom this name was originated, and it has since been called 
the “Strawberry leaf,” and more recently the “Laurel-blossom” 
Cent. 

Neither of these terms seeming to exactly suit the case, I have 
endeavored to ascertain the real design of the artist in placing 

upon this die a sprig so different from that on any other of these 

coins, and I am now convinced that he intended to represent a sprig 

of three leaves and a boll of cotton. The leaf does not indeed ex¬ 

actly represent the forms of most of the leaves of the cotton plant, 

but among them are found some tri-lobed leaves similar to those 

here shown: and when I requested an artist to draw for me a cot¬ 

ton leaf, he sketched one closely resembling those of this sprig and 

the trefoil, or rather tri-lobed leaves of the wreaths upon the re¬ 

verses of the Cents of this class, which are identically the same as 

the leaves of this sprig. An examination of the cotton leaves upon 

the reverses of the “Flying eagle” Cents of 1857 and 1858, and the 

Dimes and Flve-cent nickel coins of 1883 and later, will show the 

forms in which the cotton leaf is represented, some of them differ¬ 

ing no more from the leaves of this sprig than from each other, but 

they show the latitude displayed by artists in conventionalizing 
their subjects. 

The wreaths upon the reverses have by some been called laurel, 
and by others, olive. They do not accurately represent either, but 

more closely resemble the olive, as in that the fruit is borne upon 
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racemes springing from the axils of the leaves, but usually singly, 
rather than in clusters, while the berries of the laurel are borne in 
umbels at the end of the branches. The axillary racemes in slender 
sprays, as here shown, are found on neither laurel nor olive; but 
the American olive has axillary racemes of blossoms and fruit, 
which would require but little change to render them like these 
when drawn on a small scale; upon the reverses of the Liberty-cap 
Cents, the intention to represent the olives is evident. In de¬ 
scribing the leaves of the wreath, I shall however, adhere to the 
former terms of ovate and trefoil (some of them are elliptical and 
lanceolate, others tri-lobed) which, if not botanically correct, will 
be well understood, and have usually been used in similar descrip¬ 
tions. 

It is interesting to note that on some of the most ancient of the 
Creek coins, notably those of Arcadia with the head of Hera, there 
is a sprig of three olive leaves in the space below the chin of the 
goddess, which is strikingly suggestive of the similar sprig on our 
first Cent, and it may give an additional interest to these pieces if 
we mention that the helmet of the goddess Athene, as shown on the 
Athenian coins, was crowned with a wreath of olive, her sacred 
plant, after the battle of Marathon which did so much to establish 
the freedom of Greece; and the helmet bore this wreath for more 
than two centuries, or until the head of the statue by Phidias which 
stood in the Parthenon was substituted for the earlier type, 1 at 
which time the olive wreath, enlarged and formed of two stems 
bearing leaves and berries, tied or bound at the base and open at 
the top, was placed on the reverse. This, I believe, is one of the 
earliest instances of the use of a wreath as a type on Greek 
coins. J Whether these devices suggested the design on the dies 
for our early Cents, or have any bearing on the question whether 
the wreath on those Cents is olive or laurel, I shall not discuss at 
length. But it is a singular coincidence, to say the least, to find the 
spray of olive leaves and the wreath of two olive branches on the 
first issues of our National Mint and upon these ancient Greek 
coins. 

1. See Journai for January, 189G, pp. 72 and 74. 

2. There are several coins of Delphos which bear laurel wreaths, struck In the 4th century. B.C. 
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THE CENTS OF 1793 

Band at foot shows edge device 
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It must be admitted that this device is more artistic than the 

chain, which was ridiculed at once as incongruous with Liberty, 
but which as doubtless as symbolizing the Union, and which had 
been used on the Fugios of 1787; and since the work of Droz on 

French medals bearing the head of Louis XVI, and on others 
struck under Napoleon, shows him to have been possessed of supe¬ 

rior ability, whether or not he was “the first artist in Europe,” as 
claimed by Mitchell, may it not be possible, as the collections of 

ancient coins were more readily accessible to him than to Ameri¬ 

can engravers, that he suggested, if he did not design the devices 

for the Cents of Class 2, (the olive sprig beneath the head and the 

wreath,) drawing his inspiration from the old Greek coins'? 

As further tending to show that the wreath was originally in- 

tented to represent olive, and not laurel, it is to be observed that 

the wreath on the second issue of the Dollar of 1795 represents in 

the branch on the left the olive, which resembles the branches on 

on the reverse of the Liberty-cap Cents, while that on the right has 

more elongated, narrow and sharply pointed leaves and no berries, 
evidently designed to represent a branch of palm. 

Obverse 5, with reverses D and E. This is the obverse already 

referred to as having been first known as the “Clover leaf” Cent, 

but which I think may properly be called the Cotton leaf Cent, and 

is the greatest rarity of its class, only three specimens being known 

to collectors, one having reverse D, and two, reverse E. It bears 

upon a stem rising from near the angle of the 7, three trefoil 

leaves and a blossom, or boll of cotton. The legend and date are in 

small chracters, the R larger and higher than the other letters and 

placed over the hair, close above the forehead. The date is less than 

two millimeters from the hair at the left, and more than four from 

the point of the bust, which is longer and more rounded at its tip 

than any other known die. The double curl under the neck is rather 

heavy. It is difficult to account for the scarcity of specimens from 

this die, as it appears to have been thought worthy of two reverse 
rioration, and neither reverse being known to have been used with 

dies, neither it, or either of its reverses showing any signs of dete- 
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any other obverse. It is hoped that better specimens of these may 

yet be discovered. 

Reverse D, with obverse 5. One Cent central in the wreath, the 
centre-mark under N and equally distant from each word: C of 
CENT low, and T high. The branch at the left bears fifteen ovate 
and two trefoil leaves; that at the right, fourteen ovate and two tre¬ 
foils : on the left, both trefoils are half below the lower line of 
CENT, those on the right mostly below: the upper terminal leaves 
are all single, that at the right pointing between two at the left. The 
left branch has eight-sprays of berries outside and two inside; the 
right, six (?) outside and five inside; the upper spray at the left is 
of four ( ?) berries starting from the point of the second outer leaf, 
and apparently pointing toward OF. The stems below the knot are 
of about equal length, that at the left close to the ribbon near its 
end; that at the right, in contact with a curve of the ribbon end for 
more than half its length, and both terminate near the ends of the 
legend. The ribbon is heavy and forked at its ends, and the bow 
low, broad, and depressed at its top. The fraction is high, and cen¬ 
tral in the space between the ribbon ends: the regula is short, 
slightly curved, heavy at its ends, and close under the numerator. 
Only one impression is known from this die. 

Reverse E, with obverse 5. One Cent high, the centre-mark in 
the middle of CENT, NT low. The left branch bears seventeen 
ovate leaves and but one trefoil; the right, fifteen ovate and two 
trefoils: all the trefoils are on line with the top of the bow: the up¬ 
per terminal leaf at the left is single, the upper spray of three ber¬ 
ries starting from its side and pointing close to the right of S: the 
right branch has a double terminal, pointing between two leaves at 
the left; the left branch has six sprays of berries outside and three 
inside; the right, six outside and only one on the inside. The bow 
is more nearly heart-shaped, the ribbon lighter, its ends less forked 
and shorter, not reaching, on the left, to the inner circle of the 
legend, 1 and farther from it there than on the right. The frac¬ 
tion is low and a little to the right, the regula slightly curved, high, 
reaching under the ribbon end at the right. This is the only die 

1. Outer or Inner circle of the legend, indicates a circle which would Just enclose or be enclosed 
by the legend. 
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having a branch with no trefoil upon the outside. Only two impres¬ 

sions from it are known. 

Obverse 6, with reverse F. The head is in bold relief with hair 
in heavy locks. The letters of the legend are large, nearly filling 

the space between the head and the border: the date also large, 

widely spaced and rather nearer the point of the bust than to the 
hair: R is over the hair close above the forehead. The lower lock 

of hair is heavy, and forked or double at its end, the longer point 

reaching nearly to the border; the two next above it finer and dis¬ 

tinct^ separated, leaving the field between them clear; the double 

curl under the neck not very heavy. Under the bust on this and 

of all of this class which follow, is a sprig of three ovate leaves: the 

stem of this sprig rises from near the angle of the 7; the leaves are 

large; the two lower rise slightly from the horizontal, the central 

leaf leaning a little to the right. This is quite a scarce die. 

Reverse F, with obverses 6, 7, 8 and 10. One Cent high, the 

centre-mark in the middle of CENT. The left branch bears nine¬ 

teen ovate and three trefoil leaves; the right, fifteen ovate and 

three trefoil: two trefoils on each branch are on the outside, those 

at the left under N and D, that on the inside under C; the three on 

the right are closely grouped under IC of the legend: the left 

branch has six sprays of berries outside, and four inside; the right, 

seven outside and four inside: the upper spray on the left is of four 

berries, starting from the side of the first leaf and points midway 

between S and O; the terminal leaf at the left points between two 

at the right. The bow is smaller and heavier than that of any other 

of these dies: the ribbon is very heavy, and in forming the bow is 

folded backward, the edge showing within the loop, greatly con¬ 

tracting the space within it: the ribbon ends are broad and heavy, 

reaching nearly to the border: the stem at the left lies very close 
to the ribbon for nearly its whole length, that at the right is clear 

of the ribbon and nearly touches the foot of A. The fraction is low 

and central: the regula straight and low, reaching nearly across 
the space. The legend is very near the border. This is the only die 
having three trefoils on each branch. 
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After these reverses were arranged it was noticed that there was 
a gradual decrease in the distance between the border and the 
legend, from F to J; and the size of the leaves of the sprig upon the 
obverse shows nearly as constant and regular a decrease between 
obverses 6 and 11, coupled with them. 

Obverses 7, with reverse F. The head is much like that of No. 6, 
but the hair more massive, and in heavier tresses, the lower lock 
double as in that, but heavier and longer, nearly reaching the bor¬ 
der : the double curl under the neck is heavy, the legend and date 
much smaller; the letters irregular in size and position, I high and 
leaning to left, R large and Y over the line of separation between 
the hair and the forehead: the date is less than one millimeter from 
the hair, and about five from the point of the bust: the 7 is small 
and lightly cut: the stem of the sprig, the leaves of which are large, 
as in No. 6, but not as widely spread, rises from midway over 7 and 
9, curving upward to the right, the leaf at that side lying horizon¬ 
tally over 3, and reaching beyond it: the leaf at the left lies closely 
up between the lower lock and the double curl, but that at the right 
is three millimeters from the point of the bust. This is nearly as 
scarce as obverse 6. The coins from this die are usually slightly 
convex, as it probably “caved” or yielded across the centre, - - a 
line or slight crack showing on some specimens, from the border 
to the mouth, and the die giving way more across and behind the 
head. It is known as the warped or sprung die. 

Obverse 8, with reverse F. The head is not as massive as those 
of Nos. 6 and 7. The locks of the hair are cleanly and singly cut, 
and distinctly separate as in No. 6: the lower tresses are not as 
heavy, and the second is nearer to the first (the lowest) than the 
third, the lowest two paralled, nearly reaching the border: all the 
hair is finer and more separate locks; T is over the hair, close above 
the forehead: the double curl is very light, and formed by a single 
loop with a small lock hanging from it and joining the tip of the 
leaf at the left of the sprig. The letters of the legend are slightly 
smaller and lighter than those of obverse 7, more regular in size 
and more widely spaced. The date is widely spaced, 79 and 3 very 
close to the border. The stem of the sprig starts from just above 
the left of the 9, curving slightly to the right: the leaf at the left 
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is wider than the centre leaf, that at the right, narrower, being not 
more than half the size of that at the left. 

The discovery of this obverse was a curious instance of the ap¬ 
pearance of a new die after a search of many years over a large 
held. Nearly ten years after the publication of the article on these 

Cents in the Journal of Numismatics, in 1869, when we had most 

of the important collections at our service, and a thorough search 

had been made in all directions, a lot of about seventy-five worn- 

out 1793 Cents was sent me from Philadelphia, for examination. 

Among these I found two pieces from a die hitherto unnoticed, the 
only feature sufficiently preserved to distinguish them being the 

sprig under the bust. I learned of no similar piece for another ten 

years, when a better specimen was shown me, belongoing to Mr. 

Henry Phelps, of Worcester, Mass.; but in the Winsor sale of 1895, 

a fine and well-preserved specimen was discovered and purchased 

by its present owner, Dr. Thomas Hall, of Boston, and was by him 

alone recognized as from this rare die. This is the piece repre¬ 
sented upon the plate. The two worn pieces first found are still in 

my possession, but are in so poor condition that they should not be 

considered as affecting its rarity, which should be estimated as only 
short of unique. 1 

Obvere 9, with reverses G, H, and I. 1 The head is much like 

that of obverse 7, the hair being full and the tresses nearly as heavy 

as on that, but not as full and long behind the head; the three lower 

locks are of about equal length, all almost reaching the border, and 

nearly parallel to each other, the second nearer to the third than 

to the first; the double curl joins the tip of the leaf at the left of the 

sprig. The letters of the legend are much like those of obverse 8, 

but more closely spaced. L is low, Y high, and. 7 large and high. 

The distinctive feature of this is the sprig, which is one of three 

narrow leaves, the two at the right on a seperate stem which, as well 

Lhe Journal of Numismatics observe, that this I. known as the “Crosby Cent ” from 
the^ fact that the writer drat discovered and pointed oul the dle-difference mentioned'in the 

In Mr. Froward’s ltGth Sale (April 20-21, 1897). Uot 357 mentioned a combination of hi. 
Monorraph obverse t with reverse of hi. No. 8, which would be a union of obverse 9 with 

1 l*hown °n "*y PIate n>. Thla combination la known by thl. example only The 
piece was secured by Or. Thomas Hall, of Boston, but unfortunately was received too late te 
refer to it exeejJt In this manner. 
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as that of the other leaf, joins a slender horizontal branch below; 
this branch reaches from above the top of 7 to that of 3. The R is 
over the hair close above the forehead, and the date about midway 
between the hair and the point of the bust. A light line may be seen 
upon most specimens, extending from the point of the bust toward 
the border. I find some in which it is scarcely visible, whereas 
others show it as a slight crack. Mr. Frossard’s No. 6 was from the 
same die with this, but the difference which he notes between his 
6 and 7, it is now generally conceded, is due to a bruise on the sprig, 
turning aside the stem of the leaf on the left, and apparantly join¬ 
ing it with that of the central leaf, thus producing the appearance 

of a different sprig. 

Had I pursued my studies of this increasing crack with refer¬ 
ence to the two reverses found with this obverse, before the pieces 
were arranged for engraving, I should have transposed reverses G 
and H, as I find the obverses showing this fault the least are 
coupled with reverse H, conclusively proving that to have been the 
one earliest in use. This is the die most commonly imitated in the 
Smith counterfeits, and is the one, when coupled with reverse H, 
most easily obtained; but with reverse G, it is much more difficult 

to find. 

Reverse G, with obverse 9. One Cent high, the centre-mark be¬ 
low the middle of CENT. On the left branch are twelve ovate and 
three trefoil leaves, and on the right, fourteen ovate and two tre¬ 
foil ; the upper trefoil on the left is under the first T of STATES, 
the four others all on line with the top of the bow; the upper leaf 
on the left points between two on the right; the left branch has 
seven sprays of berries outside and four inside; the right, eight out¬ 
side and one inside; the upper spray, of seven berries, springs from 
the stem back of the second leaf, is long, and points at S; the stems 
reach as far as the middle of the legend, ending at about one milli¬ 
meter from it at the left, and about two at the right. The bow is 
heavy, high and triangular, nearly filling the space under CENT; 
the ribbon ends are heavy and of about equal length with the stems. 
The fraction central; the regula slightly curved, reaching nearly 
across the space; 100 widely spaced, the last cipher high. This die 
is usually found with a crack from the last A across the centre- 
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mark to the first T of STATES. This is the reverse more rarely 
found with obverse 9, and is the only one with three trefoils on one 
branch and only two on the other. 

Reverse H, with obverse 9. One Cent nearly central, the centre- 
mark very light, on top of N. The left branch bears eleven ovate 
and two trefoil leaves; the right, twelve ovate and two trefoil; all 
the trefoils are on line with CENT: the upper leaf of the right 
branch points at the side of that at the left: the sprays are five and 
three at the left, five and four at the right; a spray of four ( ?) ber¬ 
ries, starts from the tip of the upper leaf, and points midway be¬ 
tween S and O. The stem at the left joins the ribbon for about 
half its length, that at the right is longer than the ribbon end and 
quite near its upper half. The bow is large, less angular than in 
G, and the highest at the right. The fraction is low, central; the 
regula straight and heavy, resting on the denominator, which is 

closely spaced, and joins the ribbon ends by a fine line or crack. It 

is usually found with cracks across CA and the ribbon ends from 

R to the lower leaves on the right, and sometimes a light crack 
through UNITED. 

Obverse 10, with reverses F and I. The head is much like that 

of obverse 8, the locks of hair cleanly cut, but the lower three more 

equally separated and more divergent, the lowest nearly reaching 

the border; the double curl does not join the sprig, the stem of 

which has a heavy end, as if retaining a small piece broken from 

the branch, and rises close over the space between 7 and 9; the 

leaves are narrow, the two outer at a right angle with each other, 

the centre leaf leaning slightly to the right, the sprig erect and near 

the hair. The letters of the legend are much like those of obverse 

8, but more widely spaced and nearer the head; T is over the fore¬ 

head close to the hair. The date is like that of obverse 9, but more 

widely spaced, and is nearer the hair than to the point of the bust. 

This die I consider quite rare, and, coupled with reverse F, is so 
far as I know, unique. 

Reverse I, with obverse 10. One Cent nearly central, the centre- 

mark scarcely visible on top of N. Twelve ovate and two trefoil 
leaves on the left branch, eleven ovate and two trefoil upon the 

right; the trefoils are all nearly on line with CENT; the points of 
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two upper leaves nearly meet; seven sprays of berries outside and 
three inside the left branch, five outside and four inside the right; 
the upper spray, of three berries, starts from the side of the upper 
leaf and points at O. The left stem is short and joins the tip end 
of the ribbon near U, the right hand stem is long, reaching to the 
outer circle of the legend, at about two millimeters from its end, 
and the ribbon end near it is fully long. The bow is medium size, 
similar in form to that of reverse H, and widest at the left. The 
legend is followed by a period; this occurs, in this class, only in re¬ 
verses I and J. The fraction is high, to the left; the regula straight, 
joining the ribbon at the left, and nearer the first two figures of the 
denominator; the space between 1 and 00 wide. (See note 2, 
on p. 24.) 

Obverse 11, with reverse J. The head resembles Nos. 9 and 10, 
but the middle locks of hair are shorter and the third long lock 
double at its end; the double curl nearly joins the upright leaf of 
the sprig. The left leaf of the sprig rises upright from close above 
the 9, the two others inclining to the right, the lower leaf extending 
horizontally over and beyond the 3. The legend and date are much 
like those of No. 10, but the date is farther from the border and 
within one millimeter of the hair, and four from the point of the 
bust. The letter R is placed as in obverses 5, 6 and 9. 

Reverse J, with obverse 11. One Cent nearly central, the centre- 
mark on top of N. Twelve ovate and two trefoil leaves on the left 
branch (which is not joined between the two trefoils), and thirteen 
ovate and two trefoil upon the right; the trefoils on the left are 
between 1 and 6; those on the right on line with CENT; five sprays 
of berries outside and three inside each branch; the upper spray 
is long, nearly stemless, starting between the two end leaves, and 
points between O and S; the upper end leaf on the right points be¬ 
tween two at the left; the stems are about equal in length; reach¬ 
ing as far as the middle of the legend, terminating at about equal 
distances from each end. The bow is of medium size and but little 
curved at top or sides; the left end of the ribbon is shorter, and less 
deeply forked than that on the right, which is sharply curved nea r 
the knot joining the stem. The fraction is to the right; the regula 
very light, curved and close to the ribbon end at the right, the 



numerator is high above the regula, and the denominator nearly 
as much below it. The legend is followed by a period, as in I, but 
is here at the end of a spray of berries, and it has been doubted 
whether it was intended for a period or for a berry. Many of the 
sprays of vines are without stems. 

This Cent is most frequently found with edge lettered ONE 
HUNDRED FOR A DOLLAR - - the letters on different pieces 
differing in size and direction of reading, but sometimes with vine 
and bars as on most of this class; occasionally one of either of the 
Cents of this year may be found with edges plain; though this, I 
think, is unintentional. With the lettered edge this is nearly as 
common as 9-H, but with vine bars it is much more scarce. 

CLASS 3. THE LIBERTY CAP CENTS. 

The Cents of this class, which includes obverses 12, 13 and 14, 
with reverses K and L, derive their name from the cap of Liberty 
which is here retained upon the staff, in still closer imitation than 
in Class 2, of the design of the French model, though differing in 
its treatment. The hair is shorter, flowing less freely, confined by 
a band or fillet passing over the top of the head but partly con¬ 
cealed by the hair, which is smooth, and as it falls in heavy locks 
behind the neck, shows the form of the head as in no other variety. 
The staff, supporting the Liberty cap, passes behind the neck over 
the left shoulder. These dies though bearing heads nearly identi¬ 
cal, may be readily distinguished by the positions of the letters, 
and by the cracks upon two of them. I have no knowledge of an 
impression of either No. 13 or 14, from the die in its perfect con¬ 
dition. 

The reverses have the words One Cent within the wreath formed 
by two olive branches, the fruit of which is borned singly on axil¬ 
lary stems; the stems of the branches below the knot, where they 
cross, are straight and slender, and are tied with a ribbon which 
forms a double bow within the wreath. The ribbon ends are long, 
falling below the stems, and in the space between them is the frac¬ 
tion 1/100. The legend UNITED STATES OF AMERICA near¬ 
ly encircles the wreath, and a circle of beads forms the border. 
They are struck on planchets of from 27 to 30 millimeters in dia¬ 
meter, and have edges lettered ONE HUNDRED FOR A DOL- 
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LAR - - in letters varying in size and in the direction of the read¬ 
ing. This design was continued upon the Cents of 1794, 1795 and 

part of those of 1796. 

Obverse 12, with reverses K and L. On this die one millimeter 
of the staff shows between the cap and the head. The first lock of 
hair under the cap is faint and indistinct, the lower lock ends in a 
sharp, hook-like curve, and the lock next above it is short and 
heavy. The lower end of the staff is in high relief, broad and round¬ 
ed at its end, tapering toward the throat, less than its own diameter 
from the bust, and points nearly at one of the beads of the border. 
The cap, the date, and the first two letters of the legend are very 
close to the border; the other letters more distant from it. The 
border contains ninety-five beads. This is the most common die 

of this class. 

Obverse 13, with reverse L. This is known as the “cracked die,” 
a crack extending through the E, across the head and neck, passing 
close to right of 3. The hair is much like that of No. 12. About 
half a millimeter of the staff shows between the cap and the head, 
its lower end faintly cut, more than its own diameter from the bust, 
tapering but little toward the throat, and so faint at its end 
as to render it difficult to define its exact termination. The cap, the 
date, and the legend, are more distant from the border than in ob¬ 
verse 12, and more regular in that distance. I and R are high, E 
low, and TY more closely spaced than in that die. The border con¬ 
tains ninety-five beads. This is much rarer than the preceding. 

Obverse 14, with reverses K and L. This very rare die is also 
cracked, but not as conspicuously as is No. 13; the crack is faintly 
seen from a bead of the border, across the right top of Y to the 
forehead, and again from the lower lock of hair to the border. The 
lower lock ends in a heavier, hook-like curl, and those above it are 
more sharply pointed. About one-half millimeter of the staff 
shows behind the head, as in No. 13, but the lower end is in higher 
relief, more tapering toward the throat, nearly as far from the bust 
as in that, and points directly at a bead of the border, which con¬ 
tains ninety-seven beads. A minute point of difference in these 
dies may be found in the relative position of the letter I and the 
beads above it: in No. 12, two beads are directly over it ('i); in 13, 
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one is more nearly central above, and one over the left part 
of it (*i), and in 14, one is central above it (i). This is the rarest 

die of this class, and I can recall but two impressions from it. 

Reverse K, with obverses 12 and 14. The left branch has four¬ 

teen leaves, eight in pairs and six single, with five olives, one of 
which is just at the left of the bow; the right branch has sixteen 

leaves, fourteen in pairs and two single, and seven olives; the lower 

two leaves at the left of the knot are broad and single, and the up¬ 

per leaf of the left branch points between two of the right; one leaf 

on the right comes very close to the right foot of the letter M. The 

stem at the left passes in front of the ribbon end, and points just 

to the right of U; that at the right passes from the knot nearly 

parallel with, and close to the ribbon, forming a narrow loop, then 

behind it, pointing at the right foot of A. Both of the ribbon ends 

pass through the knot, the left end not falling below the regula, 

the right end falling to the middle of the ciphers, and more sharply 

pointed. The regula rests upon the figured, and the border is of 
eighty-five beads. 

Reverse L, wuth obverses 12,13 and 14. The left branch has four¬ 

teen leaves, ten in pairs and four single, with six olives, two of 

which are nearly under the bow; the olives upon this branch are 

mostly smaller than those on the right, but the upper one is larger; 

the right branch has eighteen leaves, twelve in pairs, three single, 

and near the top a group of three, with five olives; the two lower 

leaves at each side of the knot are narrow and in pairs, and the 

points of two upper terminal leaves nearly meet; the stems cross 

the ribbon ends as in reverse K, but that at the right is longer, 

reaching to the inner circle of the legend, and pointing close to the 

left of A. The ribbon end at the right does not pass through the 

knot, but leaves the bow well above it, passing in front of the 

branch and stem, forming with them a small triangle between it¬ 

self and the knot, and falls just across the regula; the ribbon end 
at the left falls lower, reaching as far as the middle of the denomi¬ 

nator, and well to the left of it. I is high nearly joining the regula, 

and the border has ninety-one beads. This die is common, as com¬ 
pared with the other reverse. 
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For the convenience of those who may not be familiar with the 
Smith counterfeits of these Cents, I give upon Plate III illustra¬ 
tions of several of them. The heads are all in low relief, the out¬ 
lines when examined with a glass appear ragged, and the field 
rough, as though eaten out by acid, as they probably were. Those 
oftenest seen are copied from No. 9-G but not so closely that they 
may not be easily detected by comparison with the plates. 

The following table of equivalents may be convenient for those who are 

familiar with previous tables of these Cents. The larger number given by 

Doughty does not indicate so many different obverse dies, as he gives a new 

number to every combination, and I find no difference in the dies given by 

him as 5 and 6, though every known Cotton Leaf Cent has been submitted 

for examination, and all three of them were in my hands at the same time 

and were very carefully compared. Numbers 2 and 8 were unknown when 

the previous tables were issued. 

CROSBY LEVICK FROSSARD DOUGHTY CROSBY LEVICK FROSSARD DOUGHTY 

1897 1869 1878 1890 1897 1869 1878 1890 
1 1 1 1 & 2 8 -- 

2 -- -- -- 9 7 6 & 7 10 & 11 
3 2 3 3 10 8 8 9 
4 3 2 4 11 9 9 12 
5 6 10 5 & 6 12 10 11 13 & 14 
C 4 4 7 13 11 12 16 
7 5 5 8 14 12 13 16 & 17 



PLATE III 

THE CENTS AND HALF-CENTS OF 1793 

With the Smith Counterfeits 
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THE CENTS OF THE YEAR 1794. 

Description of the Design. 

Bust of Liberty gazing upwards as if into the future of the new 

Republic, to right, hair flowing in long locks, and bound by a fillet 

which is covered by the locks brought back over the ear, Liberty 
cap on a pole over left or farther shoulder; above LIBERTY, be¬ 

low 1794. Rev. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around margin. 

Within, an olive wreath tied with ribbon, enclosing ONE-CENT. Below 

the crossing of the wreath and between the ends of the ribbon tying 

it, the fraction 1/100. Borders of serralures, which are on reverse, in 

some dies short and in others hideously large and too conspicuous. 
Edges milled with lettering ONE HUNDRED FOR A DOLLAR. 

Sizes 1714 to 18i/2, American Scale of 1/16 of an inch; 27!/2 to 
29y2 millimeters. Weight, standard 208 grains, actual weight of speci¬ 

mens 192 to 222 grains. The meta! is copper. 

The edge lettering was done before the striking of the coin and 

in relation to the obverse is not always turned in the same direction 

that is, when the piece is tilted toward the spectator with the head up¬ 

wards it will read, or when turned with the date upwards, it will be 

upside down and vice versa. The order depended solely on the way 

the plauchet was fed into the press. 

STYLE 1. 

The bust of Liberty follows exactly on the obverse the Cent of 

the last issue of 1793. New, larger punches were used for the inscrip¬ 

tions and figures of the date. The obverses of Nos. ] and 4 closely fol¬ 

low 1793, but in No. 2 the head is taller and narrower and the hair locks 

more defined, the face is slightly smaller with a decidedly double chin 

and is not as dignified and powerful as on the other dies. No. 2 occurs 

with two different reverses, on one of which the inscription is close to 

the border of hideously large serratures as on No. 1, but the other re¬ 

verse die, with inscription closer to the wreath and with wide margin 

between it and the small serratures, seems more in the better manner 

of the Cents of 1793. It is also used with the head of No. 4, where a 

faint crack which is only visible on No. 3 on a very strong impression, 
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leading from the leaf to F, has become more marked in No. 4, proving 

that it was a later issue. 

No. 1. 

Obverse. The date is horizontal, equally spaced, and close up 
to bust. The pole does not show between the head and cap. 

Reverse. Eight berries on left branch and seven on right; be¬ 
yond the second outside berry r. is a small dot, evidently where the en¬ 
graver began the berry; and on the inside, the third berry is not de¬ 
veloped, only the stem exists. Lower leaf of first pair of leaves on 
right close to left foot of A. C in CENT high. The border of serra- 
tures, deep and heavy, approaches inscription closely. 

Weight 200 grains. Size 17%. R5. 

No. 2. 

Obverse. The head taller, the end of the nose and lips more 
marked and with a decided double chin; the pole of cap distinctly seen 
between head and cap. Date curved. 

Reverse. Same. No. 1. This number often occurs broadly 
spread like the present specimen causing the border to appear wider 
than on the preceding number. 

Weight, 210 grains. Size 17y2 to 18. R4. 

No. 3. 

Obverse. Same. No. 2. A minute crack on the twelfth ser- 
rature to the left of 1 has become slightly more extended showing that 
this is a later use of the die than with the preceding reverse. 

Reverse. Narrow border distant from inscription. First group 
of leaves, right, point to C and distant from foot of A. Eight berries 
on left and seven on right branch. Faint crack from leaf to foot of F. 
On the usual impressions of this variety, even when uncirculated, the 
upper groups of leaves appear disconnected from the stem. 

Weight, 215 grains. Size, 18+. R5. 

No. 4. 

Obverse. Lower, wider head with more strongly featured pro¬ 
file, and with very slight double chin; the hair in a much heavier mass 
than either of the preceding, and the lowest lock very heavy; pole 
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shows between head and cap and is broader at end. Date horizontal 
and equi-distant from bust and border. 179 widely spaced, the 9 above 
level. Crack from end of pole to border. 

Reverse. Same. No. 3. Crack between leaf and F, plainly seen. 
Weight, 209 grains. Size, 17Y2- R6. 

State B. Obverse. Crack from head thru bottom of L. Plate. 
, Weight, 202 grains. Size 18. R6. 

STYLE 2. 

Entirely different style in lower relief opening with specimens in 
a light, sketchy treatment struck with reverse of No. 1. 

Same figures with short, thick 4, the tip of which is generally 
blunt. 

This style pi’ogresses towards a rounder face in high relief and 
with very marked variations. 

No. 5. 

Obverse. Bust in lower relief with entirely different treatment 
to preceding. Hair very thin and lightly modeled with 8 projecting 
locks. End of pole broad. The date, as on all subsequent numbers, 
except No. 38, curved to follow the circumference of the border. L 
close to cap, 7 close to 1, RTY widely spaced. Faint crack from border 
between I-B to cap. 

Reverse. No. 1. Weight, 205 grains. Size, 17V>. R4. 
State B. Obverse. Crack from cap thru LIB to forelock to 

base of T; top of cap into field left; border to left edge of cap. 
Weight, 207 grains, Size, 17. 

No. 6. 

Obverse. An improved treatment of the mass of the hair which 
is in proper relief; the terminations of the locks almost identical with 
the preceding, with nine projecting ends. Date evenly spaced. 

Reverse. Narrow border. 8 berries on left branch, 7 on right.; 
short stems, the right points directly to right foot of A. 

Weight, 204 grains. Size, 18. R6. 
State B. Reverse. Die sunken between upper end of wreath, 

and around the first group of leaves right and left. Plate. 
Weight, 194 grains. Size, 18 to 18y2. Rl. 
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No. 7. 

Obverse. Mass of hair on the back of the neck not quite so full. 

7 projecting points of hair; the fourth from the bottom (not counted) 

appears as if clipped off. Date close and equi distant from bust and 

border. 
Reverse. Narrow border. Wreath with 6 berries on the left and 

7 berries on right branch. Stem on right close to, and points to end of 

right foot of A. Proof specimen of the dies in perfect condition. 

Weight, 200 grains. Size, 18. R7. 

State B. Obverse. Die split from border above top of cap along 

the same and across head downwards along jaw to end of pole to bor¬ 

der, and upwards from angle of jaw across face to right of Y. This 

number is very rare in both states. 

Weight, 197 grains. Size, —18. R5. 

No. 8. 

Obverse. Face with exceptionally rounded cheeks, and lock of 

hair over ear in higher relief. Seven points to the hair, and except 

the lowest very delicate. Date close to bust and 1 close to curve of 

lowest lock. 

Reverse. Same. No. 7. Weight, 208 grains. Size, 17%. R5. 

State B. Obverse. Faint crack across die downwards from 

border through letter L, to border to right of 4; die rusted on lower 

part of neck and around date. 

Reverse. Rust spots beside fraction. 

Weight, 193 grains. Size, 17%. R2. 

No. 9. 

Obverse. The hair, in lower relief, terminates in 7 points, all 

turning downwards at the end. LIBERTY and date very close to 

border as on the six following dies. 79 closer to each other than to 

1 and 4. 

Reverse. Heavier border closer to inscription. Wreath with 

very minute berries; 7 on left branch and 7 on right. The letters and 

fraction were more lightly punched in than usual giving the effect of 

greater fineness or delicacy. Center mark on side of upright N below 

diagonal bar. Weight, 207 grains. Size, 17%. R4. 

State B. Obverse. Die cracked from border between 7-9. 

Reverse. Die broken from border through D along top of CE to 

N. R2. 
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State C. Reverse. Die additionally cracked from border to be¬ 

tween A-T. Plate. 

No. 10. 

Obverse. Same. No. 9. 

Reverse. 6 berries, large, on left branch and 6 on right. The 

left stem has a long, sharp point. The center dot merged in top of N 

to left of upright. Weight, 200 grains. Size, 17%. R4. 

No. 11. 

Obverse. Very similar treatment of the hair, terminating in 8 

locks. 4th and 6th curls from the bottom turn upward; the lowest 

points exactly to point of 1; above highest lock hair curves in closely 

to head. Date evenly spaced. 

Reverse. 6 berries on left branch and 6 on right, berries minute. 

Stem points to and approaches right foot of A. First outside berry r. 

unusually large. Weight, 204 grains. Size, 17%. R3. 

State B. Die broken on border above L to 1. Suction mark of 

ribbon on obv. was mistaken by a previous author for “a long stem.” 

Reverse. Crack, large, from border through first S in STATES 

and wreath to 0 in ONE. Usually heavily and evenly struck, showing 

the coarse, serrated border markedly. The break similar to break 

in 18 C. Weight, 202 grains. Size 17%. R.2. 

No. 12. 

Obverse. Same. State B. 

Reverse. 6 berries on left branch and 6 on right. First berry, 

left, touches loop. Stems short and one on right points directly to 

right foot of A. Die split inwards from edge in 6 places, before U, at 

I, between D-S, A-T, on A of AMERICA, and joining end of ribbon. 

This variety was discovered in 1888 by the late W. W. Hays. 

Weight, 197 grains. Size, 17%. R7. 

No. 13. 

Obverse. Same. State C. Crack from break in border to top of 

L and passes through top of cap. 
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Reverse. 5 berries on left branch, single berry by left loop, and 

6 on right. Lowest pair of leaves on right, end between CA, and leaf 

nearly joins left foot of A; group, trifle r, below top, open and point 

of leaf close to 0 in OF. End of left stem formed like No. 10. Center 

dot does not show. Distinctive, the meeting of loops of bow of ribbon 

misplaced to left of, and disconnected from tie over stems. 

Weight, 211 grains. Size, 17%. R4. 

No. 14. 

Obverse. Bust low and almost rests on 4. Date, close to border. 

Point of lowest curl distant from 1. 4th curl from bottom very short. 

Reverse. 6 berries on left and 7 on right. First pair of leaves 

point to C, and are far above A. Stem points to right foot of A; left 

stem very short. Weight, 202 grains. Size, 17%. R7. 

No. 15. 

Obverse. 

Reverse, 

both poor. 

Same. Number 14. 

Number 13. Only two known of this combination and 

Weight, 190 grains. Size, 17y2. R7. 

No. 16. 

Obverse. Bust higher and more evenly centered, 8 ends to locks; 

the small one above the large bottom lock is long and turns down over 

it, and is longer than on other dies. 1 distant from 7, the other figures 

equally spaced. 

Reverse. No. 14. 

Weight, 206 grains. Size, 17%. R7. 

No. 17. 

Obverse. Upper part of head and face larger. Seven points to 

the hair, and those above the heavy end equally light and of nearly 

equal length. Date unequally spaced 17 94, and close to border. 

Reverse. 8 berries on left and 7 on right, the 7th without stem 

between the point of the under leaf and branch; 2 berries under left 

loop of ribbon; stem points to right of A. Shortest fraction line which 

does not extend over 1 and last 0. 

Weight, 211 grains. Size, 17^. R3. 

State B. Reverse. Break through D to leaves. 

Weight, 195 grains. Size, 17y2. R1. 
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No. 18. 

Obverse. Same. State B. The die lias been ground down, 

taking off the ends of some of the curls at the back of the neck and, of 

course, causing the whole die to be in lower relief. 

Reverse. 5 berries on left and 6 on right branch; small, thick 

crack starts under stem below the topmost pair of leaves; short crack 

across left side of 0 in OF. Weight, 212 grains. Size, 17%. R2. 

State B. Fine crack from border through E in STATES to point 

of leaf. Weight, 195 grains. Size, 17%. R2. Plate I. 

State C. Reverse, with another crack from border through S 

and wreath to C in CENT, starting in the same place as No. 11 B and 

often confounded with it. 

Plate I. Weight, 213 grains. Size, 17%. R2. 

No. 19. 

Obverse. Top of head and face smaller. The locks of hair above 

the ear are less prominent, but the mass behind the neck more coarse¬ 

ly treated, and the smaller terminations of the hair nearly equal in 

length and thickness. The date equally spaced and equi-distant be¬ 

tween bust and border, and the 1 distant from point of curl. 

Reverse. Fine border with the inscription equi-distant between 

wreath and border. 6 berries on left branch and 6 on right. The stem 

points to right of A. C and A almost join. The right branch stops at 

the ribbon and not continued to the knot forms the distinguishing 

feature. Weight, 196 grains. Size, 18. R7. 

State B. Obverse. Die broken across at point of chin from bor¬ 

der to border, but across the head it is yet only a bending of the die. 

Reverse. Small chip out of die below space between N-I. Plate 

I- Weight, 217 grains. Size, 18%. R6. 

No. 20. 

Obverse. The hair again more simply, and the most simply 

treated of all the dies, the locks of the hair over the ear brushed back 

almost flat and terminating in 8 distinct points. The head also appears 

to be the smallest of all the dies. Date is widely spaced, closer to bor¬ 

der than to bust, 1 closer to point of lock which points exactly to top 

of 1. Minute chip out of die opposite 4th lock; faint crack from 5th 

dentile to right of pole. 

Reverse. Same. No. 19. Weight, 2121/2 grains. Size, 17. R4 
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State B. Obverse. Faint crack from border to top of cap to 

and under base of L to I; and another from lower edge of cap to third 

curl of hair; from nose to border, faint crack connecting it vertically 

with first from dentile. Plate I, No. 20. 

Weight, 210 grains. Size 17%- R2. 
State C. Obverse. Faint crack from bottom of cap to 3rd small 

lock of hair is also joined by a faint crack from border below cap. R2. 

No. 21. 

Obverse. Same. State C. 

Reverse. Large border with coarse serratures extending close 

to inscription like No. 1. Distinguishable by a berry on a long stem 

extending from the outside of left branch of wreath over the upper of 

the two lowest leaves, and joining it, and by a long, pointed end to 

ribbon to right of fraction extending almost to border Avith end turned 

to right. 10 berries on left branch and 7 on right. Inscription badly 

spaced; thus UN IT ED STAT ES OF AM ERI CA. 

Weight, 199 grains. Size, 17%- R3. 

State B. Reverse. Crack from border thru R to wreath. 

No. 22. 

Obverse. The bust low in the field. The hair brushed flatly in 

three fine strands over the ear and the mass behind the neck most 

abundant with the lowest heavy lock double, the latter a feature dis¬ 

tinguishing this and following die; the lowest end points below 1; the 

small locks short and with blunt ends. LIBERTY properly spaced. 

Date closely spaced with 1 touching curl of hair. Two small breaks in 

the die in the field extending opposite the ends of the 5th & 6th lock of 

hair. 

Reverse. Same. State B. Always weakly struck on the 

wreath because of the taking up of the metal by the heavy mass of the 

hair. Weight, 203 grains. Size, HUs- R2. 

No. 23. 

Obverse. Head same treatment as 22. The lowest lock double 

as preceding, but upper hangs in a heavy fold down almost to the edge 

of the under lock, which curves with a sharp end that points above the 
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foot of 1; the end of the fourth lock projects far beyond and curves 

down over the small one above the double lock; the four small upper 

tresses terminate in wavy, pointed ends. The cheek is fuller back of 

the mouth giving an effect of a suppressed smile. E too high and not 

in the arc with B; whilst in the preceding die LIBERTY is perfectly 

placed. 1 clear of curl. End of staff much narrower. It is not in as 

high relief in the neck and mass of hair which the engraver saw was 

necessary as the preceding die could not be struck so as to bring up a 

sharp impression of the reverse. Two small flakes out of field, of die, 

one from fourth to sixth lock and a smaller one between it and border. 

On account of their exceedingly close resemblance in general effect 

and the defects, these two dies are often confounded (see Dr. Maris 

26, 27 “same die”), and, on account of the defects, with the following 

die. 

Reverse. Fine border with space between it and the inscrip¬ 

tion. 6 berries on left and 6 on right branch; inside of wreath the tip 

of a leaf without body appears between lowest leaf right and berries, 

another to left of 0 in ONE and a third above E. Ends of stems short 

and one on right in line with and points to right foot A. Crossing of 

ribbon on stems extraordinarily large. 

Weight, 205 grains. Size, 18. R2. 

No. 24. 

Obverse. The hair treated as in the preceding number, brushed 

in triple strands over the ear and with the waves above it much less 

prominent than in the earlier numbers, and with the lowest lock single, 

7 ends to locks; the face larger and the cheeks fuller. A break in the 

die, appearing like a small chip having come out of the surface, is lo¬ 

cated exactly in the same place behind the head as on the preceding 

number, and is m shape like an inverted pear; also small chip between 

it and border. The bust is low in the field as in the preceding number, 

LIBERTY and date close to border, the date almost touches it and is 

equally spaced and the 1 is close to but clear of the curl. Border heavy. 

Reverse. No. 14. Border heavy. 

(We are fortunate in having evidently a proof specimen for 

illustiation.) this is the finest and most powerfully executed die of 

the 2nd style. Weight, 214 grains. Size, 17%* R6. 
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No. 25. 

Obverse. Same. No. 24 State B. The flaking slightly larger ex¬ 

tending downwards to opposite the 4th curl from the bottom. 

Reverse. Broad, coarsest border. 7 berries on left branch, 2 be¬ 

ing near loop, where in the preceding there is only a single berry; 6 

berries on right branch. ONE CENT high in wreath, the T over top 

of leaf. Two leaves on right very close to C, and a fine point extends 

from upper one around base of C. Ends of ribbon spread widely apart, 

near U and A. Weight, 208 grains. Size, 17%. R7. 

No. 26. 

Obverse. Same. No. 24 State C. Smaller chip now plainly vis¬ 

ible. 

Reverse. 7 berries on left branch with 2 inside near loop and 7 

berries on right branch; loops of bow high above knot, the right end 

of ribbon ends in a point; and both close to fraction. C in CENT low, 

T distant. Weight, 201 grains. Size, 17%. R6. 

State B. Cracks from border between U-N and along face of D. 

No. 27. 

Obverse. Same. No. 24, State D. The defects behind the bust 

slightly more prominent. 

Reverse. 7 berries on left branch placed exactly as on preced¬ 

ing, on right 6 berries, differing from the preceding in not having a 

berry on the inside above pair of leaves opposite the E in ONE, and 

the end of ribbon terminates in a point and is near U, the two ends of 

the ribbon being spaced far apart, and the one to right with square end 

is close to A. Die is badly broken from the border above E inUNIT- 

ED, the break extending through D along the bottom of ST and up¬ 

wards over the top of A, this region being raised above the surface of 

the coin. The specimen a bronzed proof; the only known impression 

of this reverse, discovered by S. Hudson Chapman in the Sargent Col¬ 

lection, formerly the Phelps Collection, in 1910. 

Weight, 205 grains. Size, 17%. R8. 

No. 28. 

Obverse. Slightly smaller and narrower bust with the hair treat¬ 

ed in nearly the same manner, but with the 3 rolls of the hair rounded 
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and in slightly higher relief; 7 locks as preceding, and with the lowest 

end of hair in a single curl. The cheek rounded and fuller, and the 

head an intermediate treatment between the preceding pieces and the 

large series to follow. The date, from the first punches, is close to 

border and the 9 rests on it. 

Reverse. No. 13. Smaller wreath, 5 berries on left branch and 

6 on right; stems short and pointed; bow of ribbon misplaced to left, 

both ends square. Weight, 208 grains. Size, 17%. R7. 

State B. Die cracked from top to bottom from border along 

front of E downwards between 94 to border, and from border left 

across cap to head. Plate. Weight, 207 grains. Size, 17%. R6. 

STYLE 3. 

New figures with long, larger 7, and tall, pointed 4, and coins 

thicker, smaller 1/64, with full, even edge, at once differentiates this 

group, and succeeding in detail from preceding. 

The busts are smaller and narrower with the hair in four or five 

rolled locks over the ear, and the lowest curl about the same thickness 

as those above it. The hair treated in minute detail so as to indicate 

the separate hairs, particularly noticeable in No. 32. Faces have full, 

plump cheeks. 

No. 29. 

Obverse. Hair behind the neck thin and with 6 ends to the locks 

that project beyond the mass. The upright of R in LIBERTY above 

the highest point of the fore-lock. I and 4 almost touch curl and bust 

and each is distant from 79. 

Reverse. Wreath with 6 berries on left and 6 berries on right 

branch. Loops of ribbon to left of center. Right stem in line with, 

and points to right slope of A. Crack from border passes first A in 

AMERICA to leaf. Weight, 205 grains. Size, 17%. R5. 

No. 30. 

Obverse. Same. No. 29. 

Reverse. A circle of 94 minute, 5 pointed stars inside the deep¬ 

ly serratured border with some of the stars between or under the points 

of the serrature. It seems as if the engraver had at first attempted to 

use this circle of stars as a border, and then, not approving of it, en- 
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graved the serratured border to and over them. The stars and points 

are not equally spaced and the serrature points, therefore, cover some 

of the stars. At first glance they appear as if they were merely marks 

dividing the spaces for the serrature points, but each is a perfectly 

formed, minute, 5 pointed star. Weight, 204 grains. Size, 17*4. R6. 

This die was discovered by Henry Chapman during 1877. Dr. 

Maris, the first man to make a study of the series, was standing be¬ 

tween him and the author whilst we were examining a lot of 1794 

Cents, when H. C., picking up the specimen and examining it, exclaim¬ 

ed, “Here is a die with minute stars around the reverse.” Dr. Maris 

confirmed the discovery and said, “It was previously unknown.” 

No. 31. 

Obverse. Same. No. 29. 

Reverse. Large wreath with unusually large, coarse leaves, one 

nearly touches 0 of OF; top leaf of 1. branch and under one of top pair 

of r. branch touch; 9 berries left, 5 right; no connection of bow-knot 

with crossing of branches. Ribbon touches fraction. This die occurs 

with six different obverses of Styles 3, 4 and 5. R6. 

State B. Obverse. Light crack from border through upright of 

E in LIBERTY over head to side lock of hair. Plate. 

Weight, 209 grains. Size, 17^4. R2. 

No. 32. 

Obverse. Hair in delicate locks with seven slight projecting 

points, and most minutely engraved to represent each single hair. Mod¬ 

elling of the face seems to be more carefully and beautifully executed 

than on the other dies. The bust is narrower, which proportion is con¬ 

tinued in the succeeding four numbers. Date close to bust and 4 touch¬ 

ing it; 7 high, so that its long end is in line with the base of 1. 

Reverse. Same. No. 31. 

Weight, 202 grains. Size, 17%. R7. 

No. 33. 

Obverse. The separation of the locks more marked and a com¬ 

plete gap between them into the nape of the neck. Face is large with 

a solemn expression. L near cap. 1 touches curl and 4 touches bust, 

7 low, the end reaching nearly to border. 
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Reverse. 7 berries on left branch, 6 on right, topmost a single 

berry on the outside; stems short, right points to foot of A. Break in 

die extends through first T in STATES across wreath to 0 in ONE 

where it is joined by another from A, and then extends through loop 

to border, near which it looks like an end of ribbon. I do not know of 

this die without this break. Weight, 210 grains. Size, 17M. R6. 

State B. Additional crack from border to 10, leaves and stem. 

Plate. Weight 210 grains. Size, I714. R4. 

No. 34. 

Obverse. Same. No. 33. State B. Crack from hair across 

bust to border midway between 4 and pole. 

Reverse. 6 berries on left branch, 4 of which are on the inside, 

and 6 on right. The highest one inside mid-way above the points of 

the leaves opposite E in ONE. Stem right very short. Short break 

across E in CENT, and extends upwards to right foot of N in ONE. 

Weight, 209 grains. Size, 17*4. R5. 
State C. Obverse. Also with crack upwards through 4. 

State D. Crack from first crack starts at right angles, extends 

to 4, and thence along base of bust across end of locks. 

State E. Last crack extends to border, left. 

No. 35. 

Obverse. Hair on the back of neck in higher relief and the locks 

of equal thickness with 7 terminations. LIBERTY distant from head. 

Date equally spaced, 1 clear of curl, 4 joins bust. 

Reverse. 6 berries left, 4 of which inside, to right 6 berries. 

Stem points to right foot of A and lowest leaves to C; lowest inside leaf 

single, on left. 

Weight, 211 grains. Size, YlxA. R3. 

State B. Obverse. Crack from border downward along backside 

of cap and extending 1/16 inch into field; another from under curl thru 

top of 17 to border. 

Reverse. Crack from border upwards thru U and wreath, along¬ 

side C in CENT to top berries. Plate. Weight, 214 grains. Size, 171/2- 
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No. 36. 

Obverse. Same. State C. Break behind cap more marked. 

Reverse. Very fine, small wreath; peculiarly, the lowest leaf on 

right covered by the upper leaf, except its point, which projects and 

nearly touches C. 7 berries on left branch, the fourth one of which, be¬ 

tween outside leaf of second group and stem, is without stem; 6 on 

right. Weight, 204 grains. Size, 17!/2- R2. 

State B. Crack from border downwards between S 0 to N in 

ONE. Plate. Weight, 203 grains. Size, 17x/2. R2. 

No. 37. 

Obverse. The lowest curl doubled out to its end and heavier. 

3 locks above the lowest project far beyond others, and this is a dis¬ 

tinguishing feature of this die; date equally spaced and high above 

border, 1 touches curl and 4 touches bust. 

Reverse. No. 31. Weight, 198 grains. Size, 171/4. R4. 

State B. Obverse. Die cracked in a curve from border between 

17 to bust. Weight, 208 grains. Size, Y!XA- R4. 

STYLE 4. 

Largest heads, and in later numbers of group, in lowest relief 

of the series especially across the neck, and with larger, wider and 

longer mass of hair behind the neck than the preceding style, termi¬ 

nating in one heavy curl, with a thick end. The last feature is con¬ 

tinued in the next style. 

No. 38. 

Obverse. LIBERTY against border; which is distinctive. Small 

button-like break on the lowest edge of cap, (similar break also oc¬ 

curs on No. 46.) Hair terminates in 5 locks and one very slight on 

top, point of lowest curl far from date. 9 high out of place, causing 

the 4 to appear below line, and which has heretofore been called the 

“fallen 4” but should be termed the “raised 9”. It is also distinctive, 

since style 1, that the date is horizontal. Small break from border 

below bust points to 4. 
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Reverse. High, fine wreath; lowest leaf points to I, below, faint 

leaf points to C; right stem droops, and ribbon right touches bar and 

terminates in line with it; 6 minute berries on left branch and 5 on right. 

Borders broad. Weight, 210 grains. Size, 17y2. R3. 

No. 39. 

Obverse. In the following 10 dies the lowest curl terminates in 

a curved blunt end and just above it the two small locks form a pair 

like a bird’s beak. In fact, in these 10 dies the engraver has repeated 

the treatment of the hair with practically no variation. LIBERTY 

is away from the border. This die has 7 projecting locks. 1 is near 

end of curl and close to curve of curl. Date wide and close to border. 

Reverse. 6 berries on left branch and 7 on right. Stems short, 

and one on right almost touches ribbon. First pair of leaves point to 

C. Weight, 206 grains. Size, 17!/2- R4. 

State B. Reverse. Break from border thru UNIT to border so 

heavy that edge of die is bulged. R8. 

No. 40. 

Obverse. Same. No. 39. 

Reverse. 7 berries on each branch. Stem points to right foot of 

A. First leaves point to C. Inside leaf, right, points under foot of T. 

Weight, 209 grains. Size, 17. R4. 

State B. Reverse. Faint crack across fraction and A to border. 

Weight, 207 grains. Size, 17y2. R3. 
State C. Obverse. Die cracked back of 9 to bust. 

Reverse. Crack in State P» from border at the left above frac¬ 

tion across ribbon through A to C is now joined by another break from 

the knot through left stem and ribbon end; and another break appears 

from top pair of leaves on left through the right top leaves and S to 

border. Weight, 209 grains. Size, 17y>. R3. 

No. 41. 

Obverse. Date high and distant from end of curl. 1 distant 

from 7, touches curl and 4 almost touches bust. Hair has seven ends, 

the fifth from bottom detached. Faint crack between back of cap and 

border under top of cap and over LIBE. This die with this reverse 
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and the one following always show deep suction marks above the head, 

of the ends of leaves and stems of the reverse dies. 

Reverse. Stem on right long and end close to A. 6 berries on 

left and 5 on r. T in CENT low, the r. leaf of pair below shown as if 

edgewise—distinctive. 

Weight, extraordinary, 222 grains. Size, 17%. R3. 

No. 42. 

Obverse. Same. No. 41. Crack very slightly more developed. 

Reverse. Right stem very short, points to but does not reach 

half way to A. Seven berries on left and right branches. N in CENT 

leans to 1. Incused impression of border under UNITED. 

Weight, 209 grains. Size, 17%. R3. 

No. 43. 

Obverse. L close to cap and upright of R to left of forelock. 

Date distant from point of curl, 4 close, 1 clear of curl, the 7 lower 

than 1-9 and slanting downwards towards 1. Seven locks, the topmost 

points upwards. 

Reverse. No. 31. Largest, coarse wreath almost touches 0. 

Weight, 192 grains. Size, 17%. R3. 

No. 44. 

Obverse. Same. No. 43, State B. Light crack from border into 

back of hair. 

Reverse. Wreath small and finely executed; six berries on left 

and five on right branch, the topmost inside attached to stem at base 

of leaf; A in STATES high, topples to left; ONE CENT high, with 

space above point of leaf and T, E in ONE leans to right, right stem 

longer and close to A, first leaf points to C. 
Weight, 203 grains. Size, 1714. R3. 

No. 45. 

Obverse. Same. No. 43, State C. Crack more marked, another 

from first curves down thru hair to shoulder. 
Reverse. Wreath small, badly executed, unsymmetrical and 

right and upper leaves 1. too deeply cut; 8 berries on left and 7 on right 

branch; r. end of ribbon pointed. Distinctive, lowest leaf on right 

points to A. Weight, 214 grains. Size, 17%. R3. 
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No. 46. 

Obverse. Third and fourth locks have heavy roll before termi¬ 

nation, whilst sixth has a slight roll. Date equally spaced, in line on 

top and 1 closer to end of curl, distant 1 size. Button on edge of cap. 

Reverse. Wreath. 7 berries on left and 7 on right branch, low¬ 

est leaf right appears to touch 0, and lowest berry joins under side of 

loop, otherwise than these two particulars closely like No. 40. 

Weight, 209 grains. Size, 17V4- R3. 

State B. Obverse. Two faint cracks from nose and under lip to 

border. (scratch below end of curl on specimen.) 

Reverse. Crack over C A. Plate. 

Weight, 211 grains. Size, 17V2. R4. 

State. C. Obverse. Lower crack developed into image of 

snake projecting his tongue—a minute crack extending into mouth 

of Liberty, thru upper lip, to cheek, to temple. 

Weight 208 grains. Size 18. R3. 

STYLE 5. 

Bust in higher relief, the second die with a bold expression, with 

hair in four rolled locks over the ear; and the last or fifth die in a 

hard manner and hair in heavy mass, the treatment presaging the final 

style. Nos. 47-52. 

No. 47. 

Obverse. Bust in higher relief with the locks coarsely combed 

out as if with one broad sweep of a comb; the hair over ear in higher 

relief; the highest lock is continued in four waves to its end. This head 

is hard in treatment and is an intermediate treatment between the pre¬ 

ceding and succeeding die and the beginning of the hard manner as 

continued to the end of the year, (specimen on plate has a flake out of 

planchet between end of curl and 1.). 

Reverse. No. 31. Weight, 2U4 grains. Size, 171/4. R7. 

Discovered by Henry Chapman. 

No. 48. 

Obverse. Bust in high relief with hair flowing in a large mass 

behind the neck and more finely treated than in the preceding number, 
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and the six ends of the locks above the lowest lock terminating in thick 

ends of nearly equal length, differing in this last detail from all other 

dies. Date equally spaced, the 1 touching the hair. 

Reverse. Inscription about equal distance from border and 

wreath. Wreath small and delicately executed with 7 berries on left 

branch and 7 on right. No line in fraction. Right stem long, points 

to left foot of A. Ribbon on left end terminates in point. Borders 

heavy, and obverse always struck towards right side, with border deep 

and broad behind the head. Weight, 205 grains. Size, 17%. R6. 

State B. Reverse. Slight crack from wreath past D to border. 

No. 49. 

Obverse. Same. No. 48. 

Reverse. Stems very short; left ribbon with broad end, the 

right pointed, 7 berries on left hand, outside upper berries minute, 6 

berries on right branch, no inner berry opposite M. Fraction has line. 

Crack from end of lowest leaf on r. thru left foot of A to border. 

Weight, 209 grains. Size, 17%. Rl. 

State B. Obverse. This die with the second reverse, in State B, 

shows a small crack from cap to border and minute cracks from bust 

downwards to border, thru 7 and one thru 9. 

Reverse. Crack from border along back of final S in STATES 

to point of leaf on r. end of wreath. 

State C. Reverse. Crack from A extends thru bow and back of 

C in CENT. 

No. 50. 

Obverse. Face more dignified and eye not so prominent as it is 

inset further from edge of nose. Hair treatment same, except ends of 

upper locks fine, the third from bottom curves downwards over end of 

the second like earlier numbers and the sixth of sickle shape. Date 79 

close, 1 and 4 distant and 4 touches bust. 

Reverse. No. 31. Weight, 212% grains. Size, 16%. R7. 

State B. Crack from border across cap and back of head. 

Plate. Weight, 212 grains. Size, 17%. R7. 
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No. 51. 

Obverse. The highest lock broad and widely separated from the 

one below it; above, the hair curves in closely to back of head. 

Date evenly spaced, and the 4 equi-distant between bust and border, 

upright of R over highest point of fore-lock. 

Reverse. No. 42. Weight, 210 grains. Size, lllA- R5. 

State B. Large break out of border behind the head. Plate. 

Weight, 210 grains. Size, 1 714- R4. 

No. 52. 

Obverse. LIBERTY close to border and distant from head; 

fifth lock from bottom unusually heavy and projects straight beyond 

the one above and below it; highest lock close to the one below it. 

Date close to border, 1 distant from 7 and curved end of lock in line 

with top of 1. 

Reverse. Second group of leaves below top on right double in¬ 

stead of triple as in all preceding dies, a peculiarity which occurs 

again only on No. 56 below; leaves together parallel; 6 berries on left 

branch, 7 on right; the third berry on the left inside to left of the point 

of leaf and almost touching, first and second berries on long, erect 

stems; C in CENT below the line. AM in AMERICA double cut. 

Weight, 214 grains. Size, 17Vk- Re¬ 

state B. Crack from border along the staff and across the neck, 

light crack from lowest lock, parallel to and across bust to pole. Plate. 

Weight, 211 grains. Size, 17^. R6. 

This reverse is the only one of the preceding dies used in the 

next and last style. 

STYLE 6. 

Larger, broader head in a hard inartistic style, as continued in 

1795. 

No. 53. 

Obverse. Lowest curl ending in a long fine end turned under 

and curling up so as to almost touch the lock; including it five pro¬ 

jecting ends to locks as on all of this style, the topmost trends upwards 

with a gap below it, and then in a thick end turns downwards. L close 
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to cap. Highest point of forelock under space between feet of RT 

upright exactly over the top of the front roll of the hair; date wide 

and evenly spaced equi-distant from bust and border, 1 close to curl. 

On the cheek four oblong marks in relief, which were in the die before 

striking (nicks on neck are not similar but caused by damages). Die 

crack, very delicate, connects tops of RTY. 

Reverse. Same. No. 52. Weight, 209 grains. Size, 16%. R3. 

State B. Obverse. Die crack extends across head, temple to 

upper lip. Plate. Weight, 207 grains. Size, 17%. Rl. 

This number always shows suction marks of a leaf where fore¬ 

lock and forehead meet and at end of nose. 

No. 54. 

Obverse. Locks similar, except topmost horizontal and termi¬ 

nating in fine point. Tail of R over highest part of forelock, T foot 

entirely over forelock; date close, 1 further from point of curie, one 

millimeter. Deep depression, from a rising in the die, thru which 

runs a fine crack from border to 1. to hair. 

State B. Crack continued across head to border r. Plate. 

Reverse. No. 52. Weight, 199 grains. Size, 17%. R6. 

No. 55. 

Obverse. Hair locks similar to No. 53, the lowest in a circle and 

joins curl. R covers slope of forelock, T entirely below it, L distant 

from cap; date wide and mediumly spaced and 1 as close to curl as 53. 

Reverse. No. 52. Weight, 211 grains. Size, 17%. R5. 

No. 56. 

Obverse. Same. No. 55. 

Reverse. The second group of leaves from top outside double, 

but crossing like a pair of shears, whereas in 52 they are parallel. In 

all other dies, except these two, this group is triple leaved. Stem on 

right nearly joins outside end of r. foot of A. 6 berries on left and 7 

on right branch, lowest inside berry 1. lies flat on main stem. 

Weight, 196 grains. Size, 17%. R4. 

State B. Crack from border between TY crosses eyebrow and 

ends in cheek. Plate. Weight, 214 grains. Size, 17%. R2. 
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No. 57. 

Obverse. Hair locks similar. Lowest curl forms ovoid but does 

not join and is clear of bust. L close to cap, foot of T two-thirds over 

forelock. 1 close to curl and distant from 7, 94 high and higher above 

border than 1. Three cracks or cuts from nose cross eye. 

Reverse. Same. No. 56. Weight, 215 grains. Size, Yiy^.- R3. 

State B. Crack from border to left of B extends to forehead. 

No. 58. 

Obverse. The four locks above the lowest large one terminate 

in thick ends of equal length. The lowest lock has the smallest final 

curl, the end of which does not touch the lock. LIBERTY placed ex¬ 

actly as preceding. The bust low in the field, its point and end of pole 

close to border, leaving scant space for the date. The 1 distant from 

7 and the top of it almost touches underneath the curl, which is a dis¬ 

tinctive feature differing from the other dies of this style, which have 

a wide space above the 1; 794 equally spaced, the long end of 7 nearly 

touching border. 

Reverse. The stems of wreath distinctively droop downward, 

and the one on right points to right of A; the second group of leaves 

from top on right branch triple. 6 berries on left branch and 7 on 

right branch. 

Discovered by Mr. E. Gilbert. 

Weight, 204 grains. Size, 17y2. R8. 

No. 59. 

Obverse. Lowest lock does not form curl, which is a distinctive 

feature of this die and was continued in 1795; the upper locks end in 

sharp points, but otherwise are like preceding. L touches cap; in the 

date 179 widely spaced, the 4 closer to 9, about half the other spaces. 

Date close to border except the 4, which is much too high. 

Reverse. Same. No. 58. Weight, 206 grains. Size, ll1/*- R4. 

State B. Die crack from border between TY and across top of 

head to cap. 

Reverse. Crack on border thru D to stem of wreath. 

Weight, 207 grains. Size, 171/^- R2. 
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TABLE OF REFERENCES. 

Chapman Hays Maris Chapman Hays Maris 

1 _ __ 1 ___ ___ 1 31 _ _ 7 — — 5 

2 _ __ 2 _ _ 2 32 _ _ 57 ___ 48 

3 _ __ 3 — 52 33 _ - 47 _ _ ___ 34 

4 _ __ 4 ___ 4 34 _ _ 48 ___ — 35 

5 _ __ 5 ___ ___ 3 35 _ _ 34 ___ 22 

6 __ 43 _ ___ 28 36 _ _ 33 ___ 21 

7 _ __ 18 ___ __ 13 37 _ _ 10 ___ — 47 

8 _ __ 17 _ ___ 12 38 _ _ 32 ___ 20 

9 _ __ 19 ___ ___ 14 39 _ _ 16 ___ — 40 

10 _ __ 20 ___ ___ 46 40 _ _ 15 ___ 11 

11 _ __ 26 ___ ___ 18 41 _ _ 35 ___ — 23 

12 _ __ 27 — — 42 _ _ 36 ___ 24 

13 —. __ 28 — ___ 19 43 _ _ 11 ___ 7 

14 ____ __ 31 — ___ 43 44 _ _ 13 ___ ___ 9 

15 _ __ 30 ___ __ 44 45 _ _ 12 ___ ___ 8 

16 ____ __ 59 ___ — 46 _ _ 14 ___ — 10 

17 ____ __ 22 ___ 16 47 _ _ 58 ___ — 

18 ____ __ 21 ___ ___ 15 48 _ _ 46 ___ — 33 

19 _ __ 25 ___ ___ 41 49 ____ _ 45 ___ — 32 

20 __ 23 ___ — 17 50 _ _ 9 __ . _ 6 

21 ____ __ 24 ___ ___ 25 51 _ - 49 ___ ___ 42 

22 __ 37 — ___ 26 52 _ _ 44 ___ 31 

23 __ 39 ___ ___ 29 53 _ _ 54 ___ — 38 
24 __ 41 ___ — 54 _ _ 55 — 

25 ____ __ 40 ___ ___ 49 55 _ _ 50 ___ — 50 

26 ____ __ 42 ___ ___ 30 56 _ _ 51 - 36 

27 _ 57 _ _ 52 __ 37 

28 29 53 58 _ 

29 ____ 6 ___ ___ 45 59 _ _ 56 ___ —_ 39 

30 ____ 8 ___ ___ 51 

I would advise collectors whilst re-attributing their specimens 

not to use the above list, but to read the treatise and study the styles 

with the plates, and then take up their specimens and attribute them by 

comparison, when they will easily learn the new artistic and scientific 

arrangement. 

Degrees of Rarity from 1 common to 8 unique. 





PLATE 1 

STYLE 1 

•STYLE 2 

7 U 8 8 B 

28 B 

Copyright, s. H. Chapman 

OBVERSES 

SMALL 7 AND 4 WITH BROAD TOP 



STYLE 3 

PLATE II 

STYLE 4 

52 B 

STYLE 6 

OBVERSES 
Copyright, s. H. Chapman 

LARGE, LONG 7 AND TALL POINTED 







PLATE 

STYLE 1 

STYLE 2 

4 R 3 B. 

N OO \r 

Copyright. S. H. Chapman 

REVERSES 



PLATE IV 

STYLE 3 

STYLE 4 

44 45 46 O. 46 B. 46 B 47 R. 31 48 

49 50 R. 31 51 R, 42 

STYLE 6 
51 B 52 O. 52 B. 52 B 

STYLE 5 

REVERSES 

Copyright, s. H. Chapman 
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